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BUILDING DREAMS

$120 M GOAL SET BY BGSU
UNIVERSITY LOOKS FORWARD TO 2010 CENTENNIAL
By Carrie Whitaker
EDiton-m-CHitr

Bob Mow BG

founding, private support is the Wolfe Center for the Arts and
critical to ensure the University WBtiU-PBS, the University TJ
The Union was transformed can continue to meet its public television station.
Money raised will also help
Saturday night into an elegant commitment to educational
expand the merit-based Alumni
and whimsical wonderland, excellence and creativity."
There will be a series of regional laureate Scholars program. This
welcoming hack alumni and
year five students
friends to kick-off a Cundraising events organized by
were awarded the lull
campaign gala called "Building the campaign steering
"I
think
[the
committee
in
hopes
to
tuition scholarship
Dreams."
pull
in
donations
from
In 2010 the University will
campaign] lhaliiiiiiidcsaSl.000
hook award.
Bowling
Green
grads
celebrate its 100 year annivertells the
Two
students
sary. By that time the campaign all over the nation,
spoke at the Building
organizers hope to raise SI20 co-chair Kermit P.
students
Dreams
Gala.
Stroh
said.
million in private contributions.
they can
Saturday night the
Alex Wright, 2004Named
the Centennial
05 Undergraduate
Campaign, the nationwide campaign co-chairs
build
their
that
„ Student Government
fundraiser will support scholar- announced
ships, endowed chair positions, nearly $75 million dreams here. President thanked
the alumni in the
capital movements and academic had already been
audience for their
committed toward the
program enhancements.
DAVID FLEITZ,
continued commit"1-or nearly a century. Bowling $120 million goal.
ALUMNUS
The
campaign
ment to students,
(liven has been a place where
lamie 1 loover, one
students have learned hew to will help support
mm their dreams into a reality," the Dallas-Hamilton Center of this years Alumni laureate
BGSU President Sidney Ribeau for Entrepreneurial Leadership, Scholars, thanked those in the
said. "As we approach the 100th the Center for Photochemical audience for their donations,
anniversary of the University's Sciences, the Sebo Athletic (tenter, which helped her get to college.

NMIS

BUILDING DREAMS: Saturday night President Sidney Ribeau addressed
students, staff and alumni of BGSU, encouraging private donations.

Lecturer:
Telephones
can impede
archiving

After 30 years, Vietnam dresses up
Ho Chi Minh City has
a capitalist tii n for
celebratory events.

By Audrey Weber

ByTinilran

NEPORIE R

IHt ASSOCIATED PRESS

From |Kiper to film to physical
instruments, history takes on
many Conns and can be stored
and arc!lived Cor years to come.
The importance oCthis process
and the challenges that come
with it were the topic oC Dr. David
Baker's speech Friday afternoon.
Baker, the director oC Archives
oC the History of American
Psychology at the University
of Akron, discussed problems
with advances in technology, as
well as prime examples of the
importance of historical records
in "Age Matters: Psychology and
the Archival Record."
"The biggest loss, by far. of
history
records
is
the
telephone," Baker said. "If I've got
something quite confidential to
say to somebody, I don't put any
of it in e-mail, I call."
When people use the
telephone to transfer messages to
one anodier, documentation of
that conversation is rarely recorded, and important information for
archival records is lost, Baker said.
However, many records from
the field of psychology are still
around and have been important
teaching and reference tools lor
others in the field. The Archives
of the History oC American
Psychology currently houses
everything from correspondence
letters to film reels to instruments
and apparatus, all relating to the
field of psychology.
One oC these letters was sent
to the archives from a woman,
Margaret Carter, who-expressed
the desire to be accepted into a
Columbia University doctorate
program in 1939.
"I've been a Caculty
member much longer than I've
been an administrator, and letters
from Cornier students are rather
common in regards to graduate
school," Baker said. "Letters like
these were not all that unusual."
Baker realized the impor-

HO CHI MINH CITY, Vietnam —
Communist Vietnam marked
thc30thanniversaryoCthewar's
end on Saturday with a colorCul
pa rede oC Cloats — some emblazoned with American business
logos — down the same boulevard where North Vietnamese
tanks rolled to victory against a
U.S.-backed government.
Hundreds oC aging veterans,
their chests decked with medals, watched Crom the sidelines
as uniformed soldiers and
costumed dancers waving.red
national flags marched toward
the Reunification Palace. The
legendary Gen. Vo Nguyen
Giap, military architect of the
war, was among I hem, standing
alongside Vietnam's President
Tran Due Luong.
Giant billboards oC Ho
Chi Minh, Vietnam's late
revolutionary
leader,
overlooked the parade route
and adjoining streets, which
had been blocked to the public
Cor security concerns.

HISTORY. PAGE 2

Familiar themes oC nation- also is home to Diamond Plaza,
al unity and sacrifice were aglittering, upscaledepartment
sounded hut the commemora- More where I reiich perfumes
tion was striking Cor its focus and Italian shoes arc sold to
on the country's economic an urban, middle class. Along
development, with leaders put- the same strip, a French-owned
ting aside communist slogans five-star hotel sits across the
in Cavor oC touting an emerg- street from the U.S. consulate.
The changes are remarkable
ing prosperity, particularly in
the Cornier South Vietnamese given what the country has
u ndergone i n t he t hree decades
capital, Saigon.
Ho Chi Minh City, the former since the war ended.
OnApril30,1975, Communist
Saigon, was the country's "economic locomotive," attracting tanks barreled through the
the bulk of the country's for- gates of the former Presidential
eign investment, the president Palace and the fall of Saigon
proclaimed to cheers from the marked the official end of the
Vietnam War, and the decadecrowd.
"Over the past 30 years the long U.S. campaign against
city's people ... have overcome communism in Southeast Asia.
the challenges and difficulties The war claimed some 58,000
of war. The city has recorded American lives and an estimathugeachievementsin all fields," ed 3 million Vietnamese.
"1 was listening to the radio
he said.
Along the grand boulevard, with my family and heard that
capitalism has taken solid root. Saigon had been liberated. I was
Downplaying the military's very happy because for many
role, this year's commemora- years we weren't free. After
tion featured corporate spon- 30 years we have rebuilt our
sorship. Some floats, sponsored country. Our land is safe and
by Vietnamese banks, sported secure and I think the future
the logo oC American credit will be better for my children,"
card companies. One by a local said To Thanh Nghia, 51, a
supermarket Ceatured women government worker marching
pushing shopping carts filled in the parade.
The atmosphere in the
with goods.
These days, I.e Duan Street country surrounding the

Richard Vojel APPtioto

30TH ANNIVERSITY: Vietnamese commuters make their way along a
road lined with communist banners and Vietnamese flags Thursday.

anniversary has been mostly
festive, focusing on Vietnam's
recent economic rejuvenation.
Memories of the war and its
aftermath are little more than
anecdotes in history books for
most Vietnamese who were
born after it ended.
"My father and grandfather
fought in the war but I was
too young. I think my future

will be good because they
created opportunities for my
generation," said Nguyen
Thanh Tung, an 18-year-old
student.
Despite
Vietnam's
remarkable recovery from the
devastation of war. most of its
largely agrarian population of
VIETNAM. PAGE 2

FedEx founder says passion breeds success
hrbraM

several poems, as he talked with
audience members in a "oneFrank Maguire had about 400 on-one conversation" about the
communitymembers. University essentials of entrepreneurship:
passion, attitude, leadadministrators, facership and character.
ulty members and
Maguire was the
students laughing,
keynote
speaker
clapping singing and
for this year's Sebo
even holding hands
Lecture Series in
during different parts
F.ntrepreneurship.
of his talk Friday
The luncheon-lecture
afternoon in the
event was sponsored
Union Ballroom.
Maguire,
co- FRANK MAGUIRE by University Board
founder of shipping ENTREPRENEUR of Trustees member
Bob Sebo and his wiCe
giant Federal Express,
strayed from the podium Friday, Karen as part oC a multi-year
only using it as an occasional effort to support the newly-crearm rest or to read one of ated entrepreneurship program
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The Cour-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Ribeau encouraged making
the University a unique learning
institution with programs like
BCeXperiencc and supporting
the Center for Entrepreneurial
Leadership
"II any university is worth the
designation of a great uniuisin ii
is because of its intellectual capital" Ribeau said. "But that alone
is not enough — ideas, creativity
and research is not enough. A university should be engaged in constnictivc ways in its community."
Those in attendance were
entertained by Students in the
College of Musical Arts and
Department of Theatre and Film.
David licit/., a I97B graduate
with a degree in Math Education
was impressed with the event.
"I think it tells the students
they can build their dreams here,"
Fleitz said. "Unfortunately were
all going to have to pick up the
slack for what the slate is nol
doing."

on campus. List year's event
Ceatured Bowling Green native
Scott I lamilton and the dedication oC BGSU's entrepreneurship
program partly in his name.
Anyone can have a dream and
even enough money to start a
company, Maguire said Friday,
but it's passion that produces
realities.
"My job and mission in life as
I travel around this great world
of ours is connecting the head
with the heart of entrepreneurship," he said. "A lot oC people
don't like to talk about passion, it
makes them nervous. But that's
the (inure — how passionate arc
you?"

TUES

But entrepreneurship is Car
from easy, he warned audience
members, especially addressing
students vvidi an interest in the
business world.
He learned a lot from his
experiences leading up to the
founding of l«lEx, which was
almost a fluke, he said.
Working in the mail room
at ABC Radio Network starting
at the age of 18, Maguire was
noticed by an acquaintance who
soon became president of the
network and named Maguire,
with no broadcast qualifications,
head of program development
for the news network.
After a stint as director of

marketing and public relations
programs for American Airlines.
Maguire moved on to Kentucky
Fried Chicken and became a
vice president when Kl-'C was
the fastest growing company on
the New Yoric Stock Exchange.
He was fired from Kl-'C though
in an effort from the new CEO,
he said, to make a point about
his power in the company lo an
aging Colonel Sanders.
It was during diis employment
lull that Maguire got the call
from Fred SmiUi, a Vietnam War
veteran who would change his
life. Smilh could ill find a job after
MAGUIRE, PAGE 2
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Guest speaker tells of archiving challenges
HISTORY. FROM PAGE 1

nuance <>f this least bi historj
when he discovered she wag not
only a woman, but she was also

African-American,

The combination of these two
aspects was highly unusual during this time period and is pan oJ
the history of psychology! Baker
said. From this information,
Baker was also able to find Carter's
daughter. < Una 1 lough, and will IK'
receiving more documents from
her in order to write a hook on
Margaret Carter Hough.
These documents not only

■Dan valuable information
Ml psychology itself, but also
on the people who made great
contributions and were richly
involved in the field, he said.
I lc was able to show
aiiolhei prime example nl this
in rare home video of Sigmund
Freud, one of psychology! most
notable figures.
Ibis video brought out a more
human' image of Freud rather
than just the commonly known
name and ideas, llakcr said. The
archives has sound recordings of

Freud

also a rarity

And while the informa-

tion in the archives may be
exciting and valuable to the field of
psychology, die job of receiving
and maintaining dlis information is no easy task. I,css than 20
people are involved in this
process, which makes the job
even more difficult.
"VAfe get somewhere between
14 and 86 boxes of material about
once a week." lie said. "[And] we're
about three years behind on our
processing"
The archives first opened in
1965 and has been housed in
Akron's University library ever
since. I lowcver, a 50,000 square

foot building has recently been
donated specifically for the
archives, and all materials will
be moved into the much larger
space.
Although this process may
take a large amount of time, the
archives are an important part
of the history of psychology and
should be noted.
"Archival materials are the
gold standard in constructing the
historical record," Baker said.
i/iitor's Note: I'vrmore information on lite Archives of the History
of American Psychology', visit http.ll
wuiu3.tiakrvn.edu/aluiir/

Vietnam hits economic stride with growth
VIETNAM. FROM PAGE 1

82 million remains poor with
per capita income hovering
around $550 a year,
But Vietnam is on the
crest of an economic wave,
recording an annual growth of
7.7 percent last year — second
only to China in Asia. One of
the biggest signs of that is the
construction under way in much
of Ho Chi Minh City, which has
posted economic growth of
more than 10 percent a year.
Luu Qtiang Dong, a 68year-old veteran from nun hem
Vinh Phuc province, traveled
by bus for four days to attend

Saturday's ceremony.
Dressed
In his olive
uniform covered in red and gold
medals, he said he wanted to see
the city he had stormed into in
1975. arriving with his unit just
minutes alter the tanks crashed
through the palace gates.
I wanted to come and see

iunvmuch the city has changed,"
he said.
Though (he North and South

reunified three decades ago, the
task o! reconciliation still looms
large. On Friday, Prime Minister
I'han Van KltaJ reached out to
Vietnam's former enemies,
urging them to "close the past.
look to the future."

422 E. MERRY ST
524 N. ENTERPRISE
One of BG's newest complexes
CLOSE; TO i CAMPUS

1 Bedroom Apartments
•1 Full Bath "Air Conditioning
•Microwaves -Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Furnished -Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!

The United States has become
Vietnam's
single-largest
trading partner. But relations
with overseas Vietnamese, who
sent back nearly $4 billion in
remittances last year, remain
more sensitive
Despite the government's
message of reconciliation,
lingering mistrust continues.
Earlier this week, the government banned a book of love
songs from the pre-1975 era.
"Thirty years after the war.
the country is really reconciled
now. Maybe some people still
feel bitter about the liberation
of Saigon but that number is
very small," said Han Van Minh,

65, who was a.sergeant in the
Saigon army and now runs a
small business.
For the majority of people
in Vietnam, life is better and
the bitterness from the war
and struggle for survival has
given way to a race toward
prosperity.
"Many people from the north
came down to Saigon to do
business and most of them have
adapted to the new life here,"
said Nguyen Van Wet 50, a
schoolteacher from the Mekong
Delta province of Long An.
"Now people don't care about
politics — what they care about
is how to get rich."

Give your opinion
and win an iPod or PSP!

Starting at

MAGUIRE, FROM PAGE 1

the war and wanted Maguire
to help him start a company
based out of Memphis, Tena
They met at a Holiday Inn to
discuss the business plan:
shipping checks overnight.
Their business began April
17,1973 but soon evolved from
check shipment to packages,
processing a mere 16 packages
on their first day in business.
rinding investors to help
fund their $52 million start-up
venture wasn't easy, Maguire
said
"We couldn't get lucky if we
were in a women's prison with a
handful of pardons," he said, to
a roar of laughter. "They though!
we were crazy and so wtiat happened was we got to the point
where we got discouraged."
But he didn't give up, he said;
Smith wouldn't let him. And he
remembers that determination
when tilings don't go his way
today.
"I don't have a good day every
day as a matter of fact," he said.
And on those bad days when
he's snick in traffic and missed
a flight, he sings. And he always
sings the same song, he said:
"This Little Light of Mine."
It reminds him of the
potential he has, he told the
audience after leading them in
the chorua
"There's a light in each one of
you and it's bigger than you ever
thought and it's on your side,"
he said. "Turn on your light.

We're filling up fast!
-*► 6 leases for August
.1'

(419) 352-0717
www.
greenbriarrentals.com

■ Only two bedroom
apartments left

'- ]»1'1

Password: falcon (type in all lower case)
Winner: The name of the winner will be posted on the
Student Affairs web site at www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa
on May 16, 2005.

You can do it, regardless of your
circumstances."
for University senior Matt
ituhlin. the lecture complimented what he's learned this
semester in one of the entrepreneurial courses' now offered on
campus. Ruhlin was part of the
four-member team diat took
first place Friday in a business
plan competition for the course.
I lis team created the prototype
of a Hummer- RV
"In a lot of ways, what he
touched on in his speech we
learned on a practical level,"
he said. "New ideas require
new leaders. It was very
motivational."
liven older entrepreneurs
like Melvin and )oy Hyman
were touched by Maguire's
talk. The husband and wife
duo own a hearing and speech
center in Toledo. Melvin is a
professor emeritus at the
University and was chair of the
Speech and Hearing Clinic in the
Department of Communication
Disorders for 37 years.
"He was right on target,"
loy said. "I think you have to
feel that, you have to have that
passion. If it starts in your heart
then it doesn't get boring and
you love what you're doing."
Editor's Note: For more infornuition about the University's
entrepreneurship program,
contact Brent Nicholson, director
of Entrepreneurship Academic
Programs at: 419-372-8236:
bnichoi@>bgnel.bgsu.edu.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Share your views about how you prefer to access information
about University services and events and how you communicate with others. Make your voice count by completing a
short survey by May 6,2005. Your individual responses will
be kept confidential; however, your e-mail address will be
entered into the drawing for a grand prize! The prize is your
choice of an iPod or PSP (Playstation Portable), provided by
the Vice President for Student Affairs at BGSU.
Access th« survey at: htlp;//surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u-82435993562

$440/month
plus Utilities

Maguire held posts at ABC,
KFC before founding FedEx

2 Blocks from Campus!
480 Lehman
35-4-3533
cillagt'green-bg.com

•
•
•
•
•

6 Laundry Areas
On-sitc Management & Main tcnancc
Pool & Picnic areas wilh GriUt
High-speed Internet Access
24-hour Lock-out Service

OUfitfrincu^u, Personal Health Insurance. Comprehensive, flexible, affordable plans. To cover you after
you graduate. Before your career takes off. For details, call 800/722-7331. Or visit www.SuperMedOne.com.
MEDICAL
MUTUAL.

Official Health Insurer
of Bowling Green State University
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5 DAYS UNTIL
GRADUATION
SENIORS!

CAMPUS

Representative Latta delves
into Ohio budget with GSS
U.S. and Canada," Kassof said,

By Nicoleta Laura Cismas

Lisa Chavera from meGraduate

OSS HEPORTEI

University alumnus and Slate
Rep. Bob Ixilla spoke lo graduate students and faculty about
(he state budget and higher
education at the final Graduate
Student Senate meeting of the
semester Friday.
latta is the second legislator
to be hosted by GSS this year
Sen. Handy Gardner spoke at the
group's April 15 meeting about
siinil,ii issues.
GSS president Luke Nichter
said the legislators' visits were a
Chance lor students to interact
direcdy with them on issues they
are concerned about.
"This is an unprecedented
event in which legislators have
agreed tos|)eak to a student organization regarding issues of higher education," Nichter said
Zach Hilpert from American
Culture Studies and new GSS
presidentstartingMay lusaidwas
happy to hear I jitta's thoughts on
important issues.
"I appreciate his coming here,"
he said. "Mis presence demonstrates that GSS has a voice with
state government."
Both legislators are University
alumni and Bowling Green
residents, Latta has a bachelor's
degree in history at the University,
a law degree from the University
of Toledo, and is an attorney in
the private practice of law.
Also present at the meeting was Mark Kassof, Director
of the Canadian Studies Center
and Professor of Economics
and Canadian Studies at the
University.
"Latta is an alumnus and a
friend of the University, and we
are working together to develop
business relations between the

College attends all GSS meetings,
and said she respects liilta and
she was glad he found time to
come. I le is up lo date with budgel issues pertaining to the state,

she said.
latta spent about 40 minutes
speaking and answering questions I le said the house jusi goi
done with the budget a couple ol
weeks ago.
"Ihis budget is the smallest
growth budget in modem history, because of the revenues we
had here in the stale," he said.
Latta said sales lax is die second largest area of revenue collection in the state of Ohio. Ibis
year alone the state loses $ 6
million because people do not
pay tax on what they buy olf the
Internet, Latta said.
"It affects everybody in this
mom. That's a lot of money that
could be put back into education," Latta said.
Since people are getting more
and more used to the idea of purchasing goods off the Internet, by
2008 Latta is projecling at least a
$735 million loss in sale tax collection.
But the state could lose as
much as $ 1.3 bilion on sales tax
roller lion, he said.
"All these dollars could go back
Into the system," Latta said.
What happens is that instead
ol going on Main Street, people
buy off the Internet. By doing
that, they deprive the state of
sales tax dollars by not paying
sales tax/use tax, and at the same
time they cause the |X'rson on
Main Street to go out of business.
That person hires people and
pays taxes in Ohio. Buyers save
percent tax. but the state is losing

money, he said.
"Next year when you're filing
your tax forms, just remember
how much money is losl heir
in the state of Ohio," liilta said
"And that money is not being
replaced."
I/Miking at how exponentially
buying oft the internet widiout
paying taxes is going up every
year, there will be a real problem in the future because sales
tax is the second largesl area ol
revenue in Ohio. It affects higher
education and every department
of the budget," Latta said.
"If something is not done
about it nationally, it's not going
to work," I alia said. "It needs to
he a federal law. It's not just on
Ohio problem, it's all around the
world."
Another exploding area of Ihe
budget, which affects higher education, is Medicaid. Medlcaki'S

get a life
htlp-7/ewnts.b^su.cdu/
All Day
Tire and Sand Explorations in
Glass." works by BGSU glass
students.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Willwil
Wankelman
and
Union
Galleries
8:30 a.m. I2:30p.m.
BGeX
Faculty
Workshop

BGeXperience
faculty
development workshop
2(11 Union
Noon l p.m.
Caring for Yourself While Caring
for Others A Support t Iroup
faculty. Graduate Students and
Stall are invited to join us for
resource information, support

and coping techniques. Bring
your lunch!
Women's
Center.
IIIH.X
I Inmui I loll

2 - 4 p.m.
UPS Recruiting, sponsored < >\
the Career Center
Union lobby

IOWIN-THOMMON

STUDENT UNION

spending is now 37 percent of the

()hio budget, be said.
Ina inn sing IK iineon Medicaid,
it costs 548,000 per bed per year,
and over 70 percent of the people
in nursing homes loday are on
Medicaid. On private pays there
are about 30 percent
If the state doesn't do the
reimbursements lo the nursing
lioines, nursing homes don't get
more on the Medicaid side, so
they charge more on the private
side and we'll lie shifting more
people on Medicaid," Latta also
said.
latta also presented students
the opportunity of a full time
three month paid Internship for
more than 20 college graduates
to work with the Ohio Legislative
Service Commission of the Ohio
legislature in Columbus.
More information can be found
at www.lsc.state.oh.us.

Open 7 days a week

Sun-Thurs 10am-2am
Fri-Sat 10am-1am
419-728-0300 www.pertoria.com

sit the other BG locations?
open until 1am!
1094 S. Main St., Bowling Green
1504 Wooster St.. Bowling Green-

It's Summer break...
... where should I store my stuff?

Apartments for Rent!
You Can Afford!

SELF STORAGE
Choose your student speciol:
% $1.00 first month's rent
ft $50.00 in free boxes
ft Student truck rental rate

www.lock-it-up.com
* 17 Locations *

EFFICIENCIES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451 THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S360

521 E. MERRY STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $675
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REEO STREET A r Thurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $390

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn.or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath
w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

707-727 THIRD STREET One Bedroom.
Furn, or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $600
One Year - Two Person Rate - $500

825 THIRD STREET Peti Allowed'.
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH 8r 707 SIXTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $455
One Year - One Person Rate - $390

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

818 SEVENTHS 831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $545
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

505 CLOUGH Heluml Kmkv s
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. I '/,' baths. Dishwasher
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

615 SECOND STREET Two Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefundable
pet deposit at these locations:
403 High,831 Seventh,841 Eighth,777
Manville, 825 Third. 640 Eighth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday 8:30 5:00
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"Absolutely not.'
MitniMiM founder Bill Gates, on whether hell buy a special L'2 iftxi, made by
rival Apple, now that he's friends with Bona
lnrws*«k*Tnil
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Alcohol advertising uneffective
A plea to ban alcoholic
advertisements from television
and radio broadcasts of college
athletic events has been sent
from the American Medical
^sedation to the National
Collegiate Athletics Association.
Their reasoning behind this
new procedure is to combat
underage drinking. Currently,
the AMA is supporting a
resolution from Hep. Tom
Osborne (R-.\cbraska). a former
college coach who is seeking

iriv

YOU DECIDE
Does advertising inlluence
underage drinking? Send an
e-mail to thenews@bgnews com
and tell us what you think, or
post feeback on our Web site.

Congressional endorsement for
Mich ■ ban.
The AMA president-elect,
Dr. I. Bdward Hill, believes that
allowing alcoholic advertising

in college sporting events does
nothing to combat underage
drinking, lie presents statistics to
support bis theory about excessive drinkingbehavior. According
to him, alcohol results in 1,700
student deaths, 600,000 assaults
and 70.000 sexual assaults and
date rapes each year.
Findings from polls conducted by the AMA show that 62 percent of polled adults agree with
the ban. Additionally, 69 percent
say such advertising in college

IRS TO THE EDITOR

Birth control
is a necessary
precaution
np iiis is in response to Brain
Heskarap's letter to the
_I_ editor "Nobody Should
Compare Meat to Humans" on
April 29th. I very much disagree
with you.
First of all, birth control does
not ad as an abortifaciont [is
this even a word?). Birth control
pic ants conception from even
happening in the first place. In
thai wax. it is no different from
a condom because thev both
PREVENT CONCEPTION from
happening.
Also will) the morning after
pill, it is almost a precautionary
device because there only is a
small window each month when
a woman can get pregnant so
there is unk a sin.ill chance she
actually is pregnant. I have also
known many people who were
against abortion but are for the
use of birth control because it
prevents conception.
It is wrong for pharmacists
to withhold these medications
front the woman who want
them. It is part of their job and if
they are against the use of them,
then they are just either going to
have to deal with it or not be a
pharmacist. It is comparable to a
cashier refusing to ring up meat
because she is a vegetarian and
that is not comparing humans
tomcat
Since you don't like that
comparison try diis one: It's like
a pharmacist refusing to give
medication to a patient with
AIDS because that patient might
be homosexual and the pharmacist is against homosexuality.
Birth control has many other
purposes than as contraception.
It can grcath recline
painful cramping, help to
regulate a woman's cyi le
(because all women are not
regular), helps to reduce
hormone fluctuations, and
many other reasons,
Many, many women are on

birth control for these reasons
and not the contraception
reason. But I guess you wouldn't
know about these other
purposes because after all, you
area man and most men have
no knowledge whatsoever ol the
female cycle.
LAURA WALKER
SENIOR
lualkerl" bgnei.bgsii.edu

People are
anesthetized to
animal
death
I was very impressed by the
article "Squealing was not
part of the lease" by Bob
Moserand KristinaVasllaUs. 1
even enjoyed the iraje little pig

on die headline.
I Ins ii good piece of journalism and I have been wanting
to wiite the story or have some
kind of demonstration for a long
time. 1 live in Bowling Green
Village on Napoleon Road and
am also plagued by the sights,
smells and sounds of Pioneer
l'ork Kicking Plant. I live very
close to the slaughter house. I
am also a vegetarian.
What gets me about the
whole situation is die way it is
being approached... as just an
aesthetic nuisance... the sight of
pig entrails being dropped on
a truck, die smell of deadi, the
horrible sound of pigs screaming, that can hardly be aesthetically pleasing (itisn't to me].
What I have a problem is
die with the way the Sterling
Apartments and Pioneer Pork
Packing Plant are dealing with
the problem. They think that
they can hide die horror by
putting up a few fences and trees
so people don't have to look at
the atrocities going on.
This is an animal rights issue
and not an aesthetic one People
want to eat their pork chops
and sausage biscuits but diey
don't want to know or see, hear,
or smell what happens to these

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
How tall is too tall?

pigs, they think a few fences will
hide it. If more people had to
deal widi seeing and
smelling and hearing what
happens at these slaughter
houses then there would be a
lot more vegetarians.
The most disgusting things
about die way people consume
meat today is that 1} there is
overkill... millions and millions of
animals are being slaughtered.
21 There is die fact that people
cat meat for at least two and
sometimes three meals a day,
that is over consumption. People
don't need that quantity of meat,
our bodies aren't made to
consume so much.
i (letting meat is far too
convenient, a purchasei can jusi
w;dk into a grocery store and buy
it... they are anesthetized to the
death that is involved and the
animal that had to die so they
can have their steaks.
This makes ii annlri for people
to overconsume because they
don't think of die living animal
that died, they just see a nice
little package of chicken and
eat it.
5) There is also the
horrendous conditions these
animals are forced to endure
until their death. Because people
don't think about the living
creature that died to produce
their meat, they have no
problem with earing more of it
and dial means more animals
must be killed ergo there is
mere rowclecl. unsanitary pens
These animals never sec the
light ofday and are
miserable and crowded. I wish
more people would be exposed
to the slaughter house and all
the horrors there-in. let's sec
how appealing that pork chop
is after being exposed to that.
Ng fence will ever be high
enough to conceal the death
and horror of Pioneer Pork
Packing Plant and unless Sterling
Apartments gels covered by a
plastic bubble, there is no
escaping the horrible screams
of dying pigs.
L0RIEN BORNE
damionS:'i.l>(xjiinacom

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
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JEANETTE K.
BEAL
Guest Columnist
After reading Thursday's
edition of The BC.News,
1 was shocked to find
out a Planned Parenthood
used to exist in Bowling Green
but isn't here anymore
I was even more shocked to
read that one of the women
interviewed about the need for
a Planned Parenthood used
the argument of abstinence
to lead her to the conclusion
that a Planned Parenthood in
Bowling Green is not essential.''
I kept on reading, intrigued by
the idea that abstinence
somehow voided the
necessity of gynecological
health services.
What I learned was that
women* health is a sin. or
perhaps some sort of blight
only for those women who
are heterosexually active,
who need it' because they
made the choice to be
sexually active (with men)
and may get pregnant or
acquire an STI.
How odd that statement to
me, a lesbian, who still uses
off-campus gynecologists to
take care of my body.
Do we attribute ear, nose,
and throat doctors to those
sad smokers who ruin their
throats smoking, or musicians
who perform music way too
loud? Do we blame children
for needing pediatric care?
Of course not! So why are we
blaming women for needing
gynecological care?
It's unfortunate that some
folks, women especially, feel
that diey cannot take care of
their vaginas, breasts, and the
like without being sexually
active with a man. Even
lesbians, women who are quite
in tune with their vaginas, fear
the 'girl doctor' and figure it's
for the straight amongst us
only. But this is so untrue.
This fear of the straight and
queer women amongst us to
utilize women's health

KARL HEINMILLER

JENNIFER NELSON
SOPHOMORE, POLYGLOT

STUDIES

" STUDIES
"Anything more than
a foot over me is too
much!"
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sports. Furthermore, how many
colleges actually permit the
sale of alcoholic beverages at
sporting events?
The AMA needs to pick and
choose their batdes. Removing
alcoholic advertisements from
college sporting events isn't
going to stop underage drinking.
Alcoholic advertisements would
have to be wiped out in their
entirety if the AMA hopes to gain
any ground whatsoever on the
battle against underage drinking.

Women's health important issue

SENIOR, HISTORY/ASIAN

"6 foot 4 inches is too
tall. I'm only 6 foot
and I hit my head."

college athletic events isn't going
tosolveanythingAdvcrtisements
aren't what drive underage
drinking, peer pressure is
Since when are there a lot of
alcoholic advertisements in college sports anyway? Non-alcoholic sponsors exist for all major
NCAA events including bowl
games such as the Nokia Sugar
Bowl, the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl
and the Chick-Fil-A Peach Bowl.
Alcoholic
sponsors
are
more of a side note in college

sports sends "the wrong message
to children, teens and students."
finally, 66 percent believe that
drinking by college students is a
public-health problem.
The proposed ban on alcoholic advertisements is similar
to the ban on tobacco advertisements instituted years ago.
Ultimately, the goal is to combat underage use of the product.
I lowever, realistically, if someone
wants to drink or smoke, removing the advertisements from

clinics to their full advantage is
indeed pervasive.
The stigma is so great, and
for those women who fear
confrontation by a University
employee (ie. the health
center) when getting dieir
check-up. the most likely
option is to opt out of using
die women's portion of the
health center on campus
And try explaining lliat extra
bit from die health center on
the bursar bill to die parents.
"Mom, Dad, hi - that was, er,
well, I had a touch of the flu....
last month, and this month,
iind well it's been a heavy
flu-season I suppose...heh.
And we can't forget the nonUniversity female students
who need gynecological care.
Are we to punish them for their

"It's unfortunate
that some folks,
wonted especially,
feel that they cannot
take care of their
vaginas, breasts,
and the like without
being sexually active
with a man."
lack of academic privilege and/
or inability to access higher
education or their exodus from
academia however long ago?
Women's health is not
necessarily about pregnancy,
abortions, or STIs. And
sometimes it does a woman
good to choose where to go
when making a conscious
decision about her health.
When I went off campus to
get my gynccology check-up, I
had to pick out of the phone
book from an unknown list of
doctors.
While I trusted Planned
Parenthood, I couldn't access
it. So when I was confronted
about sexual activity and
asked if 1 used contraceptives.
«iid "no." When 1 was asked
hethcr or not 1 use condoms,

COLLEEN VERBUS
SOPHOMORE,
JOURNALISM
If I can't comfortably
reach his lips..."

I said "no." Then I sat through
a 10 minute lecture about my
irresponsibility and about how
I was high-risk for pregnancy.
After die nurse and doctor
finished their lecture, I
informed them that tile risk of
my getting pregnant through
sexual activity was pretty
minimal... because 1 am a
lesbian. 1 was then quickly
rushed through an examination and sent home, questions
unanswered for fear of having
to address my (I'm assuming
here) deviant, uncomfortablefor-them sexuality.
Women's health services are
tricky business and something
that should be left for us to
decide on. This business of
c boosing for women what is
right for them — be it
check-ups. contraceptives,
sexuality, carrying eggs to term
or not, etc. - seems completely
absurd to me. Perhaps that's
because I learned at a young
age that it in fact was my
choice and mine alone, and
that no one could really make
those choices for me.
1 wish the same respect
would be given to all women,
whether it be in choosing their
health care, learning about
their bodies, engaging in
sexuality activity of any kind,
and/or carrying a pregnancy
to term.
I would say that in arguing
for "planned parenthood" 1
think the tag line should read
something like this: WOMEN
SEEKTO MAKE PRIVATE
DECISIONS ABOUTTIIEIR
HEALTH CARE. And if that
takes Planned Parenthood's
most welcome return to the
BG area, then so be it
This whole business of "my
moral belief" is just plain tiring and old. If you don't like it,
don't use it. But don't' keep any
other woman who wants to
get her information and health
care from someone other than
your 'pre-approved' list of
providers from using it.
Send commets to Jeanette at
jkbeal9bgnet.bgfu.edu

ERIN DARNLEY
FRESHMAN, VCT
"People who know the
weather 10 minutes
before me."
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than MO words.These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
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Opinion Page permits. Additional
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Columns may be published online.
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before printing
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Tall people have a rough time
6-foot-10-inches?

GAVIN
MCMEEKING

What about for women? Or
elves? If there was a 5-foot

tall elf al the North Pole I'm

sine lir'cl feel pretty strange
... just ask Buddy Would the
group's taller members look
down at the shorter
members ... well. I mean
from the standpoint of
superiority? Or vice versa?
Perhaps I could establish
such a group on campus.
Would i have any otter
members who weren't on
the basketball, football or
volleyball teams? I would
hope so, because I'm terrible
at basketball. If you've ever
seen me try to jump, you
know what a pathetic sight
it is. If not, just try to picture

Kocky Mouniimi I eltgjan
CtibmioSUk t 'nmra/v
111 il my head a lot. I've hit
il on door frames, beams,
tree branches, overhead
sprinklers (those really hurt),
ceiling lamps and even slop
signs. I've noticed one thing
about my problem in the last
few years -- it never stops
being funny to my friends.
I suppose being a tall
person is an excuse, but I
have been freakishly tall my
entire life (I was born In a liig
and Tall Store). You think
I'd eventually learn, but I
tend to be a very s-l-o-W
person. My height can be
annoying on other, lesspainful
occasions, such as when
I'm trying to have a
comfortable flight on an
airplane or trying to play
hide-and-seek in a field.of
5-fool bushes.
There isn't really a reason that you should care
about my problem at all.
It's not like I'm physically
disabled. In fact, there isn't
really much sympathy out
there for tall people Ini
some reason. As far as I
know there isn't an American
Association of Really, Really,

"So that leaves me
with either trying
to drive a Honda
Civic with my head
sticking out of the
sunroof or two of
the most beautifully
designed vehicles
in the history of
mankind: The
Honda Element and
the Scion xR."

Really Tall People
representing our cause in the
hallowed halls ol Congress.
lobbying for laws to increase
the minimum height of
doors, forcing stores to sell
shoes larger than a size 12 or
set aside a tall-person's
awareness month that
celebrates the historical
contribution of tall people
such as Abraham Lincoln or
Yao Ming.
Part of the problem with
such a group would be
determining the eligibility of
members. Is li-fool-(i-inclies
tall enough? Or do you have
to be at least

an elephant competing in the
high jump.

Until a group is
established. I'll just have to
continue moaning about
things like movie theater
seats and jackets that are
always too short. Kor
example. 1 dragged a lew
people to some car
dealerships with me last
weekend to help me size up
some potential candidates
to replace the old plucky'77
Volvo station wagon.
Not that I'm actually
thinking seriously about a
new car yet, il was more of
a curiosity to see uhai my
options would he should

the Volvo finally die. I would
equate it to shopping for
coffins on your way to the
hospital or something like
that.
Unfortunately, it was
quickly established, thanks
to combined efforts of
American and lapanese
carmakers, that I was pretty
much screwed. Of course,
it I had infinite amounts of
money or I didn't have my
deeply branded dislike of
sport utility vehicles, there
wouldn't be a problem.
(Don'l tell anyone, but I like
sport utility vehicles, and the
people who drive them aren't
that awful. So far they've
been the only cars I've ever
been comfortable sitting in.
Hut don't tell my family or I'll
he disowned.)
It conies down to this: I
lust can't afford a sport
utility vehicle. So that leaves
me with either trying to dl Ive
a I fonda Civic with my head
sticking out of the sunrool or
two of the most beautifully
designed vehicles in the
history of mankind: the
Honda Element and the
Scion xB.
lioih are giant boxes on
wheels: shopping carls with
engines and transmissions.
In fact, the Scion bares a
striking resemblance to a
washing machine. And while
I would love to be cruising
around town in a sporty
speed-machine, I'm afraid
that I, just like others with
crushing disabilities, must
learn to live with what I've
been given.
Sure, I'll probably end
up driving an ugly car, but
as you laugh at me driving
down the road, tears of evil
joy in your eyes, remember
this: One day you'll be
trying to watch a parade or
a football game or a band
ami someone tall will stand
in from of you. Then who'll
look funny? Oh. it's stadium
seating? What if I was to wear
a really big sombrero? Yeah.
now what have you got?
I 'bought so.

Part-time work.
Big time benefits.
1

;
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Extra Savings in April!
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE)

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
Aprs. #6, #10, #26
3 bedroom, 1 72 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture,full basement, washer/dryer
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5)

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
Apts. #19, #67, #68
2 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, microwaves, washer
and dryers
$700 per month plus utilities (limit 4)

*o.

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-lpm
445 E.Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.

419.352.0717
www.greenbtiatrentals.com

Make summer
work for you.

At FedEx*Ground, hard work has its rewards. Part-time package handlers can
become eligible for tuition assistance, medical/dental insurance - even
opportunities for full-time work. So bring your drive to a company that recognizes
and rewards the best.

P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• Background check required
• Multiple shifts avail
• Part-time, 5-day week
• $8.50-10.00/hr to Start
• Tuition reimbursement after 30 days
• Scheduled raises, including 50/hr after 90 days
Join us for a TOUR of our facility:
Mondays at 4:30pm, or Wednesdays at 3:30pm, at the

FedEx Ground
650 South Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615

Accelerate your degree with summer courses at UC.
Summer classes at University of Cincinnati can help you finish your degree sooner, no
matter where you regularly attend college. UC's three summer sessions start in June, July,

fedex.com/us/careers

and August. Each offers a wide selection of day and evening courses at our convenient

Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team

attending a nationally recognized university and earning credit you can apply toward

Uptown campus. Whether you study finance or fine arts, sociology or statistics, you'll be
your degree program.

For more Information,
call 513 556-1000 or visit
wvAv.uc.edu/summer.

. «w.
rCincinnati

UNIVERSITY OF
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N. Korea tests missiles near Japan, unproven
suspected missile launch,
which was believed to have
traveled some 65 miles off
the east coast of North Korea,
according to media reports in
South Korea and Japan.
Card told CNN's Late lidition
he had heard about the test
yesterday morning.
"I don't know an awful lot
about it. It appears that there
was a test of a short-range
missile by the North Koreans
and it landed in the Sea of

BySoo-leonglee
IMf ASSOCIATED PRESS

SEOUL, Soulh Korea — North
Korea test-fired a short-range
missile that plunged into the
Sea of Japan yesterday, the
White Mouse chief of staff
Andrew Card said, adding he
wasn't "surprised hy this,"
noting
I'yonyang
had
conducted similar tests in the
past.
The U.S. military told the
Japanese government of the

Japan. We're not surprised by
this. The North Koreans have
tested their missiles before.
They've had some failures."
Japanese officials expressed
concern last September that
North Korea was preparing for
a test launch, but later backed
off those assertions.
The missile launch came on
theeveofacriticalconferenceat
the United Nations to reassess
the Nuclear Nonproliferation
TrtNity, with U.S. negotia-

tors urging action against
suspected atomic weapons
programs in North Korea and
Iran.
North Korean test launches
are often considered moves
to strengthen its hands in
dealings with critics. It
test-fired
short-range
land-to-ship missiles into
the ocean on at least three
occasions in 2003 during an
international standoff over its
nuclear weapons program.

NOW LEASING FOR DECEMBER

lapanese and military
officials in Tokyo said they
could not comment on the
reports. An official at South
Korea's National Intelligence
Service, speaking on condition
of anonymity, said there were
signs of a launch from North
Korea, but Seoul was still
trying to confirm it.
Word of the test came just
days after a top U.S. military
intelligence official told a
U.S. Senate committee that
North Korea has the ability to
arm a missile with a nuclear
weapon,
a
potentiajly
significant advance for the
communist state.
Vice Adm. Lowell Jacoby,
director of the Defense
Intelligence
Agency,
in
testimony on Thursday, did not
specify whether he was talking
about a short-range missile or
a long-range one that could
reach the United States.
Two defense officials later
said that U.S. intelligence
analysts believe North Korea
is several years away from
being able to mount a nuclear

warhead on a missile that
could reach the United States
from the Korean Peninsula.
North
Korea's
missile
development program has
spurred Japan to join the
United States in putting
togetherajoint missile-defense
system. North Korea startled
Tokyo in 1998 by launching a
long-range ballistic missile
over the Japanese archipelago
and into the Pacific Ocean.
The lapanese Cabinet
in
February
approved
legislation that would allow
the defense chief to order the
military to shoot down
incoming missiles.
Six-nation talks aimed at
persuading North Korea to give
up its nuclear ambitions have
been stalled since last June.
Washington's top envoy on the
issue, U.S. Assistant Secretary
of State Christopher Hill, said
on Thursday in South Korea
that the North's refusal to
return to the talks is a problem
but they are still the best way
to resolve the matter.

i^a FREDDIE FALCOffl
Hf\Ot was

eaten hy mice
over the- sufhthieri

OK, SO MY SUBS KftlLV AREN'T OOUHWT AMD

ESTABLISHED Ik CHABUSTC*. IL
IN 1983 TO 400 TO STUDENTS SM

.flftta* '°«Ar>

AND GENEML DATING ABM.ITY.

A UTTU BETTEfi, THATS All! I teANTtD TO
CALl IT JIMMY JQHHX TASTV SANDWVOJCS. BUT
MY MOM TOLD Mf TO STIC* WITH GOUftMfT.
S* THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER Of US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!

&-y&**-

8" SOB SANDWICHES I
III of my tasty sub sandwiches arc a lull 8 inches ol
homemade French bread. Iiesti «egg1es and the linest
meats & cheese I can buy! And II ii matters to you.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this sure, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

#l PEPE%
Real appleweod smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce tomato, and mayo. (Awesome!)

9<

>&M«s*5S&***»

§AS°

b CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have twice (he meat and cheese, try it
on my Iresh baked thick sliced 1 grain bread or my famous
homemade trench bread!

PLAIN SLIMS1*
Inj Sib minus the veggies and slice
SLIM I

Hamtcbeese

07 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
I lull 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham, provolone
cheese, lettuce, tomato, t teal mayo! (I real stack)

*8 BILLY CLUB*'
Roast becl. ham. provolone. Dijon mustaid lettuce,
tomato. & mayo. (Here's to my old pal Billy who
invented this gieat combo.)

#2 616 JOHN

SLIM 2 loisilecl

Medum rare shaied roast beef tipped with yummy
mayo, lettuce, and tomato. (Can't beat this one!)

SLIM 3 tana salad

«3 SORRY CHARLIE

SLIM S Salami, capicola. cheese

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB"

SLIM b Double proiolone

Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. and
proiolone cheese all lopped with lettuce, tomato, onion,
mayo, and our homemade Italian nnaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hoi peppers. |ist ask!)

SLIM 4 Inker breast

California baby tuna, mned with celery, onions, and
our tasty sauce, then topped with altalla sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato (My tuna rocks!)

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*'

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*"

fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce.
tomato altalla sprouts, and mayo (The original)
Same ingredients and price ol the

*5 VITO*
The anginal Italian sib with genoa salami, proiolone.
capicola onion, lettuce, tomato. £ a teal tasiy Italian
vinaigrette (Order it with hot peppers, trust me!)

#6 VEGETARIAN

$5

Several layers ol provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts sliced cucumber, lettuce,
tomato and mayo (Truly a gourmet sub not lor vegetarians
serf
peace dude!)

JJ.8.L.T."

sub or club wiihout the bread.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
MXLUNCHIS rUTTUS. flHTHS!
DIMVIRI ONUS Kill include a deliieiy
charge ol 3Sc per item i-/-llt|.
• • • • JIMMTJOHNS COM • • • •

Bacon lettuce, tomato. A mayo
I The only better 111 is mama s III. this oie rules')

SI.99/S1 19

* Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie.

SI 25

* Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle.... SI.7S
* lura load ol meal

$1.2$

* Eitra cheese or eitra avocado spread
* Hntlfinrft

1 lull 1/4 pound of Iresh sliced medium rare toast beef
provolone. lettuce, tomato. & mayo (It rocks'11)

#11 COUNTRY CLUB'
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(I very traditional, yet always eiceptimal classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB'"' ®
fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayi! (It's (he real deal folks, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber alfalfa sprouls. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(Try it on my 1 grain whole wheat bread This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

• SIDE ITEMS •
* SodaPop

SO 65
SO?*

FREEBIES (SUBS I CLUBS OMLY1
Imon lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber Dijon mustaid. oil & (inegar. and oregani.

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN™
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It s huge
enough to leed the hungriest il all
humans! Ions ol genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham capicola. roast beef,
turkey £ piovolone. jammed into
ine it lur homemade Trench buns
then smothered with onions, mayo
lettuce, tomato, & our homemade
Italian dressing.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
Roast beel turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. & mayo
In Imencan classic, certainly not invented by J.J. bit
delimtcly tweaked and line tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as our 02 Sony Charlie eiccpt this one has a
lot mote Homemade tuna salad, piovolone. sprouts,
cucumber.lettuce. & tomato. (I guarantee it's awesome!)

#16 CLUB LULU '

BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

'YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!'' •©
N>05lll«l«I ill! S IIKCIISI INC lllllCBItllSlaill •< lei

EjDndiiiill

Fresh sliced turkey breast bacon, lettuce, tomato. &
mayo | JJ s original turkey & bacon club)

I s WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK IT

I'

Always Accepting
Donatations!
Great Values and
Great Prices!

una

Bowling Green Retail Store
1058 N. Main St.
Open 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Monday - Saturday
Noon-5:00 p.m. Sunday
Goodwill Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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THICARD URGES DEMS TO WORK WITH GOP
WASHINGTON (AP) — President BusIVs chief of staff
appealed yesterday for congressional Democrats to
work with the administration and Republicans rather
than complain on Capitol Hill. Andrew Card also
reaffirmed the president's support for House Majority
Leader Tom Delay.

www.benews.com/nation

MM

Waste site to make jobs for residents
Town embraces radioactive waste, disposal industry in hopes of restoring economy woes
By Betsy Blaney
THt ASSOCIATED PRESS

ANDREWS, Texas — lliis small
Wesi Texas town grew ils economy on oil but may hang its hopes
on whatsome folks believe is their
next boom: storage and disposal
of radioactive waste, including
some from Ohio.
Dallas-based Waste Control
Specialists owns 14.400 acres
about 30 miles outside town near
the New Mexico line. About 1,340
acres are set aside for hazardous
waste storage and disposal, and
the company will manage tons of
federal uranium byproduct waste
by year's end.
Some residents believe the
waste site will bring dozens of

jobs from spin-off industries, and
city leaders anticipate the site will
pump millions of dollars into the
economy. It's a reverse NIMIiY
— not in my back yard — with
Andrews nclroming the radioactive waste rather than lighting to
keep it out.
"If we thought we could get
an Nil. franchise or a Itiverwalk,
we wouldn't have looked at this
industry." said Russell Shannon,
vice president of the Andrews

Industrial foundation, a privately
funded group formed decades
ago to help attract companies
to the city. "We just believe it
will bring us some fobs, bring
people to our community to
gel involved in an industry, like

JM-HauR

they did with oil."
'lite town was incorporated in
1937. about eight years after oil
was struck In Andrews County. By
1956. the county led the nation in
oil production, pumping more
than H) million barrels annually.
The oil boom lasted through
the 1960s, fell oil and then puied
up again in the early 1980s.
Hut gradually the Oil business
dwindled, along with the town's
population. In the late 1990s,
Andrews hit another national
high, this time with double digit
unemployment, as oil prices
sunk to SB a barrel.
Residents hope the waste
site will turn around Andrews'
fortunes. On Thursday, ibex

learned the site will become the
storage destination for tons of
Department of Energy uranium
byproduct waste now at the
abandoned I emald federal plant,
just northwest of Cincinnati.
Shipments from lernald could
begin as early as late May and
probably will l>c completed by
years end.
Waste Control Specialists lias
an application pending With the
Texas Department of State Health
Services to dispose of the uranitnn byproduct waste. A decision
could come early next year.
If approved, some lawmakers

want the state to profit bom the
transfer. Sen. Robert Duncan.
a l.uhbock Republican, has

proposed a bill that would give the
state 10 percent of gross receipts
for storage, processing and waste
disposal, plus a surcharge based
on the level of radioactivity. That
money would come from Waste
Control, the only company to
apply for Iexas permits to handle
the radioactive material.
I lowcvcr. Rep. Mike Villarreal,
a San Antonio Democrat has
Introduced a bill to limit radioaclive waste storage and disposal
in Texas. Villarreal's measure
would prohibit other stales Irom
approaching Iexas about taking
their radioactive waste.
Waste Control has stored,
treated and disposed of hazard
ous wasle at the Andrews site

Odessa American AP Photo

BIG HOLE: Tom Jones III, general
manager at Waste Control
Specialists, surveys the 800,000cubic-yard hazardous waste
landfill.
since 1997. in February, the state
approved the company's request
to expand the storage capacity to
NUCLEAR,PAGE 8

PIT STOP TIRE SERVICE, GUARANTIED.

Banquet Servers: Full or part-time, work when it fits
your schedule.
Banquet Captains: Full or part-time positions available
Lead Servers: Full or part-time positions available
Applicants must have friendly, professional attitude with the
ability to work in a team atmosphere devoted to excellent service!
WE OFFER FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES AND VERY COMPETITIVE WAGESI
For more information call 1-800-636-8771 and ask for Human Resources.

6111 landerhaven Dr. Cleveland, OH 44124

4th Annual Award-Winning

When You Move Out
Don't Throw it Out!
It's that shirt you never wear anymore, the pants that
don't fit, all those cans of soup and extra boxes of
Mac 'n Cheese, or the fan you don't have room to store.
Chances are, if you have extra stuff, you can donate it to
Bowling Green area families and organizations in need!

What can be donated?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any and all clothing, in or out of fashion
Non-perishable food (snacks, cereal, etc.)
Clean bedding/towels/pillows/blankets
Books-anyandall
Paper and school supplies of any kind.
Personal items-used and open are O.K.!
(ex: laundry detergent, soap, fans, games, sports
equipment, dishes)
• Furniture that is clean and in good shape

Starting April 25th!
Look for the donation boxes in your residence hall
lobby, Greek House, and the Union

Sponsored by the Office of Residence Life, Pepsi, Kroger, the University Bookstore, Recreational Sports & BGSU Recycling.
"*<*3
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Running errands at 3,000 ft
"A plane in every man's
driveway" still not a
reality — but it's closer.

Texas site expands
radioactive waste
storage capacity
NUCLEAR,FROM PAGE 7

By Rukmini CaHimachi
IHE ASSOCIltCD PRESS

BEND. Ore. — Nancy Huntsman
uses her small plane the way
some mothers use their Volvos
She straps in her two children,
yells at the dog to hop in the
back, pops in a DVD for the kids
to watch and then takes off to
fly over soaring mountains and
parched deserts. Three hours
later, they land at an airstrip
near grandmother's house in
northern California.
While owning a private
plane remains a dream few can
realize, creative financing options
and advances in technology
have helped manufacturers inch
closer to their far-off dream of
putting a plane in every garage.
"It used to be that you had
to do a geometry exercise to
navigate a plane," said Lance
Neibauer, the founder of Lancair
Cx>. of Bend, one of a handful of
airplane manufacturers helping
to transform the way Americans
use private planes.
Today's small planes, however,
have a "glass cockpit." the system
of computerized displays and
controls that makes pilots' lives
much easier
"You can literally read a
book up there," said Neibauer,
who sold Huntsman her first
four-seater plane for $326,000
three years ago.
And read is exactly what
she does.
"Last year, we got through Tom
Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn."
1111 nMIi,u 1 said.
Huntsman, 50. lives in Salt
Lake City and uses the plane
in the summer to take her

OODflM PiZK APPMo

BIG RIDE: Above: Nancy Huntsman poses in Salt Lake City with her children Merodean and Stewart, right,
and their golden retriever, Betsy, along with the plane she pilots. Huntsman uses her small plane the way
some mothers use their Volvos — for trips to grandma's house and errands. Below: Huntsman puts the plane
back into its storage space after a trip.

children to her parents' home in
Crescent City, Calif. — a 3 1/2hour trip which would suck
up an entire day if she were to
fly commercially.
Because of the new technology,
Lancair's sales have been growing exponentially. This year, the
company expectstoshipupwards
of 180 planes, more than twice as
many as last year.
The company's sales mirror
the industry trend for pistonengine, propeller planes. In 1994,
the industry's worst year, just
455 piston-engine planes were
shipped in the United States. Last
year, the total was up to 1,758,
according to the General Aviation

Manufacturers Association.
like many other plane owners, Huntsman keeps her costs
down by sharing it with another
pilot. Two-seaters are being sold
for as little as $160,000, and new

financing laws allow buyers to get
20-year loans rather than paying
ilie balance up front.
"I think flight is much more
accessible than ever," said Lee
PLANES.PAGE 14

1.5 million cubic feet — nearly
five times its current size —
making it eligible to accept the
Ohio waste.
George Dials, president and
chief executive officer for Waste
Control, said the expansion was
necessary for the company's
long-term plans to assist federal
plants with site clean up and
disposal of low-level wasteEnvironmentalists worry
about how the waste will effect
the air, soil and water.
An 800-foot-deep layer
of red clay rises to near the
surface at the site, which
Andrews city leaders and
company officials say makes it
geologically sound.
But Melanie Barnes, a
geology researcher at Texas Tech
University and chairwoman of
the League of Women Voters
of Texas' hazardous waste
program, said surface fractures
exist and she's unsure how deep
they go. A major concern is that
if the waste seeps through the
soil, it could iifiwi the Santa
Rosa and Ogallala aquifers. The
Ogallala is a primary source of
drinking water in West Texas,
and at least one ranch near the
waste site uses the Santa Rosa
to provide water for livestock.
"I believe that the long-term
storage and/or disposal of
radioactive material at this site
is extremely dangerous for the
health and well being of future
generations," rancher lohn Post
wrote to State Rep. Buddy West,
an Odessa Republican. Post,
whose 18,000-acre ranch is 11

miles from the waste she, fears
his land will be useless if the
Santa Rosa becomes polluted.
Other townspeople oppose
the site, but they're in the
minority. Peggy Pryor, 54,
has lived in Andrews most of
her life. She believes no good
can come from any type of
radioactive waste.
"It's all about money and
how' much money they can
make, and it's not about the
environment at all," said Pryor,
a retired cardiac technician. "It
just tears me up."
Dials said the clay is
impermeable to water. "By and
large there are no fractures
that lead anywhere and we're
confident in the design," he
said. "We feel it will be safely
contained and isolated from
the biosphere for tens of
thousands of years."
Cyrus Reed, a registered
lobbyist for the Sierra Club, said
waste sites with day beds in
Maxey Flats, Ky., and West Valley,
N.Y., were touted as impermeable, too. Contaminated
groundwater was found at each
years after they opened.
"The point is there were
previous sites where people had
made predictions that they were
good sites, and there would be
no problems and there were
problems," he said.
The national environmental
group has requested a hearing
before the Texas Department
of State Health Services to
contest the state's decision to
allow Waste Control to expand
its Andrews site. No hearing
date has been seL

Here over the gap?
So is the BG News.
Catch us weekly all
summer long.

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Summer
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

Go save.
Buy a Mac and get $100 to spend.
A Mac does everything you expect a computer to do and more. Every Mac runs
Microsoft Office, connects to any network, and works seamlessly with Windows
PCs. It also comes with groundbreaking software called iLife '05, which lets you do
amazing things with your digital photos, movies, and music. So studying is suddenly
much more fun. And much more affordable. In addition to your student discount,
you'll get $100 back by mail when you buy a qualifying Mac" between May 2, 2005,
and June 25,2005.

• BRAND NEW
STORAGE FACILITY
• MINI & CLIMATE
CONTROLLED
• SIZES FROM 5X8
THRU 10X30
• FLEXIBLE LEASE
OPTIONS
BGSU STUDENT
.DISCOUNT

Go download your rebate coupon now at www.apple.com/go/mycampus.
Bowling Green State University

Authorized Campus Reseller

University Bookstore, Student Union
Bowling Gteen OH 43403
419-372-2851
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SUMMFR STORAGE
AVAILABLE
CALL TODAY TO
RESERVE YOUR UNIT:

419-353-5800
Leasing Office Located At
Mecca Management, Inc.
1045 N. Main St #7B
Bowling Green, OH

www.meccabg.com
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Indians
rally but
fall short
against KC
THE

ASSOCIATE!) PRESS

lose Lima didn't get his no-hitter,
hill Mike Sweeney continued his
success at Jacobs Field.
Uma took a no-hit bid into
the sixth inning before (Cleveland
rallied, and Sweeney hit his
second homer of the game to
break a tie in the eiglilh, leading
the Kansas City Royals a 6-5 win
over the Indians yesterday.
"Every time I come here, I have
a special feeling," said Sweeney,
who got his first major league hit
at the ballpark in 1995 and is a
.348 career hitter with 12 homers
and 42 RBIs in Cleveland. "I really
love playing here."
Sweeney hit a 1-2 pitch from
Rafael Bctancourt (l-l) into the
left-field bleachers to break a
5-all tie and help the Royals win
consecutive games for the
first time since Sept. 17-18 in
Cleveland. The win was Kansas
City's third in 15 games overall.
"Even when we were down,
we were confident that we could
come back," Sweeney said.
Mike Wood (1-2) pitched 1 1-3
hitless innings of relief. Andrew
Sisco worked the eighth and
Ambiorix Burgos struck out two
in the ninth for bis first career
save in his fourth appearance.
Cleveland lost for the fifth
time in six games, falling to
3-9 in one-run games and 3-8 at
lacobs Field. The Indians' major
league-worst hatting average
dropped to .225.
"Everything is magnified
because we're not hitting,"
manager Eric Wedge said.
lima held Cleveland hitless for
the first five innings — then gave
up five runs and couldn't get out
of the sixth.
"If I get through that inning,
I would have had a no-hitter,"
Lima said. "But I went from glory
to disaster."
Victor Martinez lined a
one-out single and Travis I lather
hit the next pitch into the leftfield seats for his second homer
to bring the Indians within 5-2.
Harrier appeared to yell a few
words as he circled the bases —
INDIANS. PAGE 11

Falcons clinch tourney bid
The Falcons swept
Buffalo over the
weekend, outscoring
the competition 11-1.
By Kevin Shields
SPORTS

REP0H1E.II

Itie Falcon softball team will
get the opportunity to defend
their Mid-American Conference
Tournament championship
as they clinched a spot in the
eight-team tournament widi a
2-1 come from behind win over
the Buffalo Bulls yesterday.
Liz Vrabel pitched a complete-game for BG allowing
only one run on six hits and
striking out 10 as the Falcons
completed a three-game sweep
of the weekend series. A series
Uiat saw BG out-score the Bulls
11-1 in the three games as the
Falcons move to 26-26 on the
year with a MAC record of 11 -8
after I -0,8-0 wins on Saturday.
"We told the giris if we took
care of business this weekend
then we can breathe a little
easier all week," head coach
Leigh Ross-Shaw said of the
wins and of going into the learns
last weekend at MAC-best
Cenlral Michigan. "We could go
in next weekend and play loose
and not have to worry about a
must-win game."
Taking care of business was
what Vrabel did for the Falcons
all weekend as she also pitched
a complete-game in the
opening game Saturday
allowing only four hits and
striking out 13 in eight innings.
The Falcons won in the
ratra-framcin the bottom part of
die inning when Allison Vallas's
hit scored Kari Steigerwald
on the first of Vallas's gamewinning hits on the day.
Vallas would later double
in the fifth inning of game 2
scoring two runners to end
the game under the MAC's
eight run mercy nile after
five innings. She ended the
weekend 4-9 with tfiree RBIs.
Her hit with one on and
one out in the fourth inning
Sunday got the Falcons
come from behind victory
moving. Following a lead-off hit
by D.I. DeLongand a pop-up by
Lindsay lleimrich, Vallas's base
hit lo right put two on base for
the Falcons' leading-hitter Gina
Rango who would drive in the
tying run with a double off the
fence in right.

leanine Baca would then
hit a sac-fly to right that
would score Vallas from third
and would eventually be the
game-winning RBI. BG
only managed three hits on
the game as all came in the
bottom part of the fourth.
"Usually
when
they
(opposition) get (bat one mn
early on we have not been coming back, we've been shut out,"
Ross-Shaw said. "For us to score
those nins in the fourth showed
a lot of character from this teem
and showed thai they aren't
going to give up anymore."
The runs didn't come easy
though as Buffalo pitcher
Sophie Barstad kept BG at bay
for most of the game as she
pitched a complete-game and
retired nine straight to lead
things off. She finished the day
allowing only two nins on three
hits and had two strikeouts.
Her team couldn't help her
on! though as after grabbing
an early 1-0 lead on two hits
Uiey could only manage four
hits in the final six innings. It
was a hit by Julie Hibner that
scored Mary Russell from third
that would account for Buffalo's
lone run on the weekend.
"Buffalo was a team thai
came in with the attitude thai
we aren't going to get swept,"
Ross-Shaw said. "They were
very aggressive right from the
beginning and I think that
might have caught us off guard,
but it was a case where we did
the right things and it worked
out for us."
Working out for the Falcons
is what it did as despite some
sloppy fielding on the day they
were able to do enough to earn
die victory. Their pitching made
up for those mistakes in the
field and ultimately made the
difference on the weekend as
l-.miK Gouge also picked up a
win in Saturday's game 2 win
pitchinga one-hitter while striking out six in the five innings.
Gouge is now 6-6 on the
year while Vrabel is 15-11 after
picking up two wins
With her game-tying hit,
Rango became the first Falcon
to drive in 100 runs in a career.
She was 1 -2 on die day with 1
RBI after going 0-6 in the first
two games.
The Falcons will now
head to Central Michigan on
Saturday and Sunday before
participating in the MAC
Tournament May 11-14.

Vincenl Gargiulo BGNews

THE RELEASE. Bowling Green junior Liz Vrabel sends a pitch towards home plate yesterday against Buffalo.
Vrabel struck out 10 batters and lead the Falcons to a 2-1 win over the Bulls. With the win, the Falcons
clinched a MAC Tournament playoff spot and finished their home game schedule for the season. BG will play
Central Michigan in ML Pleasant, Mich, to close out the season this coming weekend.

BASEBALL

Coach Schmitz gets 400th win
it. stayed on it and drove it over
die fence."
Reimold's game-winning
homerun came shortly after
BG relief pitcher Matt Hundley
gave up a two-run homerun to
By Matt Hawkins
IPFW's Dustin Fremion that
SPOUTS REPORTER
trickled over the left-field fence.
After giving up a two-run Falcons head coach Danny
homerun in the top of the sev- Schmitz said it was nice to be
enth inning, the Bowling Green able hold off the Mastodons
baseball team appeared to be on comeback after they failed to
their way to their second loss of do so in their 15-14 loss against
die day—until Nolan Reimold them on April 19.
stepped up to the plate.
"Last time we couldn't hold a
Reimold belted a solo seven run lead late in the game,"
walk-off homerun in the Schmitz said. "It was nice to be
bottom of the seventh inning able to come back and win this
to give the Falcons (26-12) a one."
5-4 win over IPFW (20-201 in
The Falcons were tied at two
the doubleheader nightcap heading into the bottom of the
at Steller field yesterday. It fifth inning but got a pair of key
was the 14th homerun of the hits from seniors Josh Stewart
season for Reimold, who leads and Andy Hudak who helped
the Mid-American Conference ignite the Falcons offense.
in homeruns.
Stewart led off the inning with
"I was looking for a first pitch a triple and Andy Hudak drove
changeup," Reimold said. "1 got him in with an RBI single.

BG won 3 out of 4
games against IPFW
over the weekend.

BenSmnfer BGNews

SMASH: BG sophomore Mike Barnard prepares to swing in a game against
Dayton in April. Barnard had his first career homerun this weekend.

GET IN 6 N THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

"Andy was having a rough
day so it was nice to see him
come up with a big base hit and
get us started and (Stewart's)
triple to right center was huge
too," Schmitz said. "We were
struggling to score runs so any
runs were big,"
The Falcons got a solid
dining from starting pitcher
Kyle Knoblauch who gave up
two runs on six hits in five
innings of work.
Earlier in the day, the Falcons
offense was shut down by IPFW
David Zachary who pitched a
complete game allowing just
one hit as the Falcons lost 2-1.
Stewart got the only hit of the
game for the Falcons in the bottom of the fifth, a single to right
field. BG scored their only run
on a throwing error by Zachary,
which allowed Reimold to score
all the way from first base.
Schmitz said Zachary was
wild with his pitches at times

but made big pitches when they
mattered the most.
"At one point it looked like
(Zachary) couldn't find the
strike zone and all of a sudden
made some quality pitches,"
Schmitz said. "He had a 9.25
earned run average coming in
so he did a good job; I give him
a lot of credit"
Schmitz won his 400t h career
game in the Falcons' 6-1 victory
over the Mastodons on Friday.
He became the first coach in
any sport at Bowling Green to
reach that plateau.
"I just tip my hat off to the
great players we've had come
through the program as well as
the assistant coaches," he said.
"They've done a great job and I
give them all the credit."
The Falcons will get a break
for finals week before they
travel to Oxford in a three-game
series with Miami (OH). The
scries begins Friday at 3 p.m.
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BGgrad, ESPN host
speaks about journey
Jay Crawford, a BGSU
graduate, spoke about
humble beginnings to
a packed crowd Friday.
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

»shl«y Hunt; BGNews

COLD PIZZA: Jay Crawford spoke in front of a large crowd in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union about his
time in BG and working with Woody Paige at ESPN. His visit kicked off of the Building Dreams project.

It's not everyday someone gives a
speech that speaks passionately
about Brathaus in downtown
Howling i in■I'II and waiting anxiously for the Cleveland Indians
to celebrate their first World
Series victory in 1997 (which they
lost).
But when Howling Green
alumni and ESPN "Cold Pizza"
host fay Crawford spoke at the
Falcons' Nest at the BowenThompson Student Union, those
were two of the topics he tackled,
mostly with a light heart.
But the theme for Crawford's
speech went far deeper than
mixed drinks at Brathaus and
champagne that was never
served in the Indians' locker room

MODEL OPEN AND AVAILABLE FOR TOUR
Monday 12 to 3, Tuesday 2 to 5, Wednesday 4 to 8.

station in Hazard, Ky. and wasn't
exactly the job dreams are made
of. Crawford was an all-purpose
anchor. He had to film, edit and
appear on camera and learned
the ins and outs of television.
"If I had to do it over again,"
he said. "I would go to Hazard,
Kentucky all over again."
After Hazard, he found out
what Cleveland sports was all
about. While working in Tampa,
he had an opportunity to cover
the Indians in the 1997 World
Series. The Tribe took a 1 -0 lead
in game seven and an excited
Crawford was ready for the
celebration. He went down to the
Indians' locker room, where there
was champagne and championship apparel waiting. An hour
later, he found out the Indians
lost the game in extra innings.
"Then 1 watched them wheel
the champagne out and wheel
the shirts and hats out," he said.
And after all this, Crawford
has came out smelling like a rose.
He now hosts "Cold Pizza" and a
show called "First and Ten." The
show features sportswriters Skip
Baylcss and Woody Paige, a man
Crawford called "the crazy uncle
of ESPN."
And it's all been a result of
following his dream.
"And as a result, I'm doing
something I absolutely love,"
Crawford said.

after their game seven loss In the
1997 World Scries. He told the
predominantly
student
dominated crowd to find a career
they loved and run with it.
"If you're passionate about
lyour careerl," he said. "You'll
never have to work a day in your
life."
Crawford began just as many
on this campus started out: juggling time between work on campus and social life downtown.
When he came to school, his
talents lied more in mathematics
than speaking and despite the
wishes of those around him, he
passionately pursued the life of
speaking, not doing formulas.
"I was pretty active at the radio
station |WBGU|," he said. "My
friends that were 90 percent social
and 10 percent active would give
me hell all the time."
On top of taking flack from his
friends. Crawford didn't have the
easiest time on the air. At night,
he hosted a live cal|-in show in
which the only two callers were
his roommate and a girl that
called into the show because she
felt sorry for him.
But without the experience,
Crawford may not be where he
is today.
After graduation, he spent his
time sending applications all over
Ohio and the states bordering
Ohio. His first job was in a small

UPaadx* We* fJ9.fiS
Pamper mom with this arrangement
of spray roses and daisy's in a berry
crate and accented with bottles of
lotions and bath gels.
JJ4.M
Surprise mom with this very special
topiary of fresh alstomcha and roses.
tucked into an embossed tin pail.

Qfoecial
'Mom...!

Mom will love this vase of gerbera
dlififfj especially when she finds the
adorable smiling daisy in the center of
the arrangement.

<Jk tie &a*€im> f24.$5
We fill a terra colta not with a garden
of fresh dowers, packets of seeds and
a pretty pair of garden gloves...fun for
mom now ana later

'<«> haw a wonderful selection of out door
,ind nihvr gnttt x'l//' /or IY»U to choose jnm

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Extra large Bedrooms Available!

University Bookstore
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Multl Purpose Room
Picture ID Required
VednescJay & Thursday,
riday.
Jaturday & Sunday,
/londay Thursday,
riday,
Saturday,

April 27 & 28
April 29
April 30 & May 1
May 2 5
May 6
May 7

10 HkGisitn TO WH i Of- 10 I-POU8 wisii nrtp

(9.00 am to 7:30 pm)
(9:00 am to 5:30 pm)
(Noon to '4:30 pm)
(9:00 am to 730 pm)
(9:00 am to 7:00 pm)
(R:00 am to Noon)
txiomtoro bg«u «)iiu

www.preftrrtdproptrtieseo.com

Make your home at:
• Piedmont
• Fox Run
^ffM^^
• Haven House
*■* Grtat Affordable Fall Rales!
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
• Triplex- small pets allowed

• And other locations!

Mon-Fri:8-12 8.1-4:30
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.
Bowling Green, OH

419-352-9378

FREfr

4t X

Cherry wood Health Spa
• Indoor Heated Pool
■ Newly Renovated
• New Equipment
•Sauna

smirrs
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Royals edge Tribe on Sweeney homer
Pistons take
series lead, 3-1
INDIANS. FROM PAGE 9

By Dan Gelston
IHf •SSOCItlEO PBISS

When il was lime for IX'tmit
in K''i back inlo the game or
allow Philadelphia to even their
playoii series, (Ihauncey Billu|»
took over.
liillups made two clutch 3l«)imers. i le hii a nice fadeaway;
and sank a couple of foul shots.
By the time liillups finished
scoring 10 straight points for
the Pistons in the final 3:05 of
regulation, the 76crs' lead was
gone
andsomJghthavebeen
their shot at making this a long
series.
Rillups scored 12 of his 25
points in the fourth quarter,
Rasheed Wallace hit a couple
of 3-pointers in overtime and
Detroit overcame tin Inspired
effort by Allen Iverson to go
up 3-1 in its first-round series
with a 97-92 win over the Sixers
yesterday.
Il sinned like the tide was
turning, nothing was really
going good fonts," liillups said.
"I wasn't really making too
many shots. I wanted to try. If

I'm going to go down. I'm going
to go down fighting"
"Shots just started going for
me and we started to run a
couple of plays for me."
The Pistons survived another
scare from Philadelphia, and
headed home with a chance
to wrap up Iheii pfayofl series.
(lame 5 is tomorrow in Detroit
"Ilie guys competed their
gills out rhej jusl got IHMI II\
the beat team In tin-world" said
Sixers coach |im O'Brien.
Alter Billups carried the
Pistons in a frantic finish to
the fourth quarter, Wallace hit
a decisive 3-potnter with 129
left in OT. Richard 1 lamilton hit
a runner on the baseline with
14.5 seconds left, then scaled
the win with a couple of free
throws.
" rhose were good shots from
myself, ifip and Chauncey,"
Wallace said. "I'd lake those
shots any day."
Wallaces 3 came rigln after
Chris Webber hit a 3-polnt-

though he insisted they were nol
in response to Linus animated
gestures earlier when he not Itei
outs.
"I was jusl pumped that we
were hack in the game and
sometimes i [usl yeti stuff and
I don't even know what il is,'
i tamer said. "A pitchers job is to
gU a hitter out of rhythm, and il
his antics cause you to gel mad.il
works We knew that I le pitched
pretty good until thai Inning.*
lose Hernandez then singled
and Ben Broussard walked. After
Casey Blake lined out to center,

Grady Sbemore hit a I -2 pitch
ovei the wall in right-center Odd
rot his third homer and a 5-al tie,
knocking Lima out of the name.
"I feel had about ii because my
teammates gave DM a lead and I
couldn't hold it." Lima said. "Hut
I'm nol going to let one inning

ruin my year.
Sweenej and Terrence limg
hit solo homers and lohti Buck
added ,1 two 11111 shot to help
Kansas Or) go ahead 5-0 off Scott
I I. n 1,111
Sweeney hit his third homer in
the first Inning
"It would be nice to go 1-2-3 In
the first inning at some |x>int in

my career," Barton said. "I made
three mistakes and booted a hall
today, and paid for every one of
them."
Man Stabs doubled home an
unearned mil and Buck made it
4-0 in the fourth with a two-run
homer after Barton dropped a
throw al first base for an error to
pin the Icadofl halter aboard.
Long hit his first homer in the
sixth.
Barton gave up three earned
tuns and si\ hits over six innings,
walking one and striking out six,
Lima allowed five tuns and
four hits in 5 2-3 Innings, walking
four and striking out iwii.

Notes Sweenej has hit 327
with 19 homers and M mils
against the Indians. ... 1.1111,1 hit
Uex I bra In the leg with a pitch
in the first inning I he two, who
were teammates in Los Angeles
in 2004, glared at each other
before Cora jogged to liisi base
"No, there was nothing to It, It
didn't even hurl.' Cora said. ...
Sweeney went i-for-2 with ,1
walk off Barton and is 7-lor-M
with two homers against the
right-hander. ... Blake went 0
for-4 and is in a l-for-25 1.040)
slump.... Royals2B KulH'n Gotaj
broke an O-fbr-17 streak With ,1
seventh-inning single.

Three Bedroom Apartments/Duplexes & Houses
(All zoned lor three unrelated people.)
534 S. COLLEGE ST *A: Unfum duplex.
$915/mo.foiaUmo.lease

1008 K10TZRD: Townhouse.
$715/mo. ♦ util.

318 N. MAIN ST: Ihiee bdim. upper duplei.
Non smoking. $6$0/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

210 LIBERTY: loui bdim apt.
$775/mo. 1 mil
175 N.MAIN ST IB: Apartment
$6307mo. + dec

Ill OAK: Duplex. Non smoking.
S?85/mo. fot a 12 mo. lease.

136 PEARL ST: lowei duplex.
$610/mo. + util.

131 BALDWIN: Thiee bdim. house
S975/mo foiaUmo lease.

PISTONS, PAGE 12

906 N. PROSPECT: House.
S965/mo. + util.

734 ELM ST: Thtee bdim, I bath house.
S775/mo. I01 a 12 mo. lease.

Want a New Car
before you graduate?

NEWIWE
Rental.
332 S. Main St. Bowling Green

602 WALLACE: House.
5850/mo. 1 util

81S SECOND ST: Three bdim. unfum. house.
S690/mo.foial2mo. lease.

Stop by or (all us at: (419)352-5620
www.newloverentih.com
newloveinfo« newloverentalf.com

Now's the best time to buy.

319 E. REED: House.
5890/mo. 1 utilties.

937 SCOn HAMILTON: Three bdrm, 1''
bathioom house. $1195/mo. t util.

211 E. WALNUT ST, PORTAGE: House.
$670/mo 1 util.

138 BUTT0NW00D: House. $875/mo. t mil.
324 C10UGH ST: House $825/mo. + util.

1372 E. WOOSTER: House.
SlOOO/mo. 1 util.

College Graduate
Incentives Available

IMA* %

Thayer Scion Thayer Toyota

mkM\M

®

1225 N.Main St. B.G.-(419)353-5751 •www.ThayerBG.i

«UMMER

STUDENT SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"

353-7272

1 Medium, 1 Item

(papa)

1^ Rentals Available

2 Medium, 1 Item

$10po

Leases May 14,2005 to August 6,2005 at Noon

GREAT LOCATIONS
EFFICIENCIES: at 451 Thurstin, across from Offenhauer.
$750 for the summer, deposit S225. One person only.
ONE BEDROOMS: Several locations. S750 for the
summer, deposit $225.One person only.
TWO BEDROOMS: Several locations. $900 for the
summer, deposit $225.Two person limit.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260

Paying for college
has never been easier.

319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

-16 2~
Bedroom

Two ~ 3 ~

Bedroom

Toumhouses

Apartments

COME SEE A UPS
RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Mon, 5/2 from 2pm-4pm • Student Union

• Carports

• Carports

• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities

• Free Washer &
Dryer Hookups

• IN THE 2 BDRM:

• 2 Baths

• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

(some exclusions apply)

• Full Basement
• Can have up to
6 People

EARN**
LEARN

Program

Get up to
Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm

$23,000*
in College Education
Assistance!

Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am
Shift limes are approximate.
Online Application:

www.upsjobs.com

Checkout our website at:
WWW. MECCA BG.COM or

CALL 353-5800 Today!

lues, 5/3 from Ipm-Spm ■ Career Services
Thurs, 5/5 from 1pm-5pm • Career Services

The UPS

Management Inc.

For additional inloimation, please contact:
Bethany Speisei (bspeiseciibgnet.bgsu.edu)
Or call: 419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537

'Program gutdelinei .l^ply
lqu,«l Opportunity [inpluyn

SPORTS
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Pistons outlast 76ers in overtime to take 3-1 series lead
PISTONS. FROM PAGE II
er and Iverson made two free
throws, tying the game 90-all.
"He tolil me to come to him
because he was feeling it,"
Hamilton said. "Me knocked
down a big shot foi US."
liasherdUall.ui'lud 17 points
and Ben w.ill.H c added 12 points
and 12 rebounds lot itii- Pistons,
who bounced back from a (lame
lloss i ridaj night.
Tayshaun Prince, who added
I? points! went down btfeflj Bl
tlic end of the third quartet with
a mildly sprained right ankle, but
returned to the game. Me was
Usted as day-to-day
Iverson again did his best to
earn' the Sixers, scoring 36 points
on H-for-24 shooting with eight
assists.
Webber added 23 points,
including
several
key
baskets in the third and fourth
quarters. Samuel Daicmbcrt had
15 rebounds.

Iverson did all he could in
going over 30 points for the third
time in the series, including a
running haUcoun ■•hot down the
left side to end the first quarter
and a jumper with 28.3 seconds
lilt in regulation that gave the

"I ivasn 't really making
too many shots. I
wanted to try. If I'm
going to go down,
I'm going to go down
fighting."

Sixers a short-Bved 82-80 lead.
"I could feel bad, and I do, but
I feel real good about our effort,"
Iverson said. "I feel real good
about my teammates.
Billups answered Iverson's
final 3 in regulation with a
3-pointer from the comer that
gave the Pistons an 83-82 lead

witli 22 seconds left.
Billups, though, got a little
too aggressive and fouled Willie
Green, sending the 78 percent
free throw shooter to the line with
1.1 seconds left. Green missed
the iiist and hit the second to tie
the game.
"I
was hist
concentrating on living to sink it. but,
unfortunately, I came up short

CHAUNCEY BILLUPS, PISTONS
on a lice throw that could have
won the game for us." said Green,
who left the game briefly in the
second quarter to get eight
stitches over his left eye.
Rasheed Wallace missed a
long jumper after Green's free
throw and the game went into

Mark Cuban, leaping from his
courtside seat and waving his
arms while protesting a non-call.
Iverson made his boss feel
bcnerwitha3-pointer,but Billups
came right back down with a 3 of
his own, pulling the Pistons to
80-76 with 2:59 left.
"I was just waiting to run the
offense and then I decided to be
aggressive." Billups said. "Guys
were finding me and shots were
going down."
Notes: For the first time in the
series, the Pistons failed to make
half their shots from the field,

The 76ers had a nine-point
lead with just over 6 minutes left.

shooting 43 percent. ... Iverson
lias scored 30 or more points in
32 of his 61 career playoff games.
His 30.6 career postseason
scoring average is second only

With the lead going back
and forth late in the fourth
quarlcr, normally reserved Sixers
chairman lid Snider started
acting more like Dallas owner

to Michael Ionian's 33.4. ... Hie
team that has trailed at the end of
the first quarter lias won all four
games. ...The Pistons committed
20 turnovers.

overtime.

SBOfjeWidmin W> Photo
OVERTIME: Tayshaun Prince of the Pistons backs down Andre Igudola
of the 76ers in the Pistons overtime victory. The win gave them a 3-1
series lead.

Delivery Driver Needed
Fall/Spring Semester
2005 - 2006

Gordy

m±

Are you a morning person?
Do you have reliable transportation?
THE BG NEWS is looking for a mature individual to deliver papers
for 2-3 hours starting at 6:00 am, Monday through Friday.

for Ward One

In return, you receive OUTSTANDING WAGES.
($10 - $15 per hour)
Only apply if you are 100% reliable.

Paid for by Citizens for Heminger • 210 Frazee Ave., Bowling Green, OH 43402

BSi.

BG

Stop by 204 West Hall today for an application or HvrTlITC
call 372-2607 for more information.

&HEI

Just announced
for college grads!

2005 DODGE RAM 1500

2005 DODGE MACirJUM

PRICING!

FACTORY INVOICE!
2005 CHRYSLER CROSS PlfIE ROADSTER

4.000

CASH ALLOWANCE
rife

*500 - '4,000 depending on model

""

OR

PLUS
POWERTRAIf
LIMITED
WARRANTY^

FINANCING*
on select models

WHEN YOU BUY OR LEASE ANY NEW
CHRYSLER, DODGE OR JEER VEHICLE.
FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT!

dc-collegegrad.com
CHRYSLER

-

(fftj DODGE
INSPIRATION COMES STANDARD

D0DGE.COM • 1-8CO-4AD0DGE

&MA
2005 JEEP LIBERTY

CHRYSLER.COM • I-800-CHRYSLER

Jeep
JEEP.COM • 1-800-925-JEEP

[Jeep is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. -Preferred Pricing program allows buyer to purchase a 03, '04, '05 vehtdel
| at the maximum price of 1 * below dealer Invoice, plus a '75 administration fee. Must be a college senior enrolled in a four year program and I
[ getting your degree within six months. 'Financing for qualified buyers through Chrysler Financial. Must take delivery from dealer stock. "See |
your dealer for details and for a copy of this limited warranty. Transferable to second owner with a fee. A deductible applies.

si'oirrs
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Brewers crush Reds
IHt ASSOCUTfD PStSS
Even Doug Davis goi a hi!. Thai
is how good Milwaukee's offense
was in yesterday's 13-3 victory
over the Cincinnati Reds.
I vie I )vei bay had a career-high
five hils, including a three-run
homer, and Brady Clark added
four hils for the Brewers I )avis
pitched a five-hitter and bloopi-d
a fifth-inning single lor onlv his
fourth hit in 102 career al-bats.
"Then is DO! an easy mil
out there — even Doug Davis.''
(hcrbay joked. Those ihings are
definitely contagious."
Overbuy has a nine-game
hillingstirakundisti-for-l 1 with
three home runs since he took 12
stitches Tliesday to close a cut on
his chin. Overbay. who homered
twice Friday, had a three-run
homer in the seventh inning oil
Joe Valentine. I le has 17 hits in his
lasi .14 al-balsand is hailing .355.
"lie's hot right now.' Davis
said. "And you gel thai guy hoi,
watch out."
Milwaukee, which entered
with a .in baiting average, 15th
among the lfi Nl. teams, had its

most runs and hils I HI) since
lunc 27,2003, at Minnesota.
IIif Brewers swept a series for
the first rime since luly and an'
cm tln-ir longesl winning streak
since taking five in a row lunc
26-July 1.200-1. (:incinnali. which
has losi eight of 10, was swept
in Milwaukee for the first time
since Miller I'ark's opening series
in April 2001.
"liighl
now
we're
not
hilling, we're not pitching," lieds
oulficldci Adam Dunn said. "I
guess iis definitely a team deal

right now"
l)a\is (3-3), who had losi
three straighi starts, stmck out
eight and walked one in his filth
complete game, the first since
Aug. 20. 2003. al Cincinnati, lie
changed his delivery following
lii~ previous miiing, with coaches
telling him lo cut down on his
lowei body rotation.
"Ihis was huge for him,"
Brewers managei Ned tost said.
'I II.II picks us up big time."
Slill, Davis said he valued the

rut more than thecompletegame
'losi came lo Ihc mound with two

outs in the ninth and was booed.
Fans then cheered when he left
Davis in the game.
Rich Aurilia grounded to
shortstop for die final out.
"A complete game shutout
would have been belter (than the
hill." Davis said
Ramon Ortiz (O-ll, activated
from the disabled list before the
game, gave up six nins and seven
hils in two innings. Mr had been
sidelined since April 17 wilh ,i
strained right groin.
"We made a couple bad
pilches, they hit it. We made good
pitches, the) hil," Italfa said. "You
are going to have nimble in a
game like that"*
Ken (irillcy Ir. had a first-inning
double and scored on a single In,
Sean Casey.
Geoff Jenkins hil a Iwniiin homer in the bottom half,
a 440-foot drive to center, and
Milwaukee went ahead 6-1 In ihc
iinrd. Hill Hall had an RBI double
and l arlos Lee, who had been in
a I-lor-23 slide, had a run-scoring
single. Damian Miller was hit bj .1
pitch with the bases loaded, Man

Morry Gash AP Photo
CURTAIN CALL: Milwaukee Brewers' Lyle Overbay comes back out of the dugout to acknowledge the tans
after hiting a three-run home run during the seventh inning against the Cincinnati Reds yesterday.
Belisle relieved and forced ill a
run with a walk to Russ Branyan.
Hall homered in the fourth,
bin pinch-hitter Wily Mo Pena
rut il to 7-2 with a fifth-inning
homer, Cincinnati's hist hil since
(he first.

Notes:
Overbay
had
Milwaukee's first five hil game
since lenkins on April 11. 2003,
at Arizona. ... Davis was in ,m

Brewers 2H lunior Spivey was
sent home before the game
after vomiting. Hall started In
his place.... Hie lleds optioned

0-for-31 slump that dated back
to Inly 30. He was l-for-64

RHP ICKICI Coffej to Triple-A
Louisville In open a rosier spol

last year with 43 strikeouts, ...

for Ortiz.

Bernthisel
SELF STORAGE

Monthly rates as well as summer rates

BGelOO

LOCAL UHAULS available
Grab a friend 8 Save $... It's cheaper to tent
1 large unit & share it with friends.
All Sizes available: 5x10,10x10,10x15,10x20.
• Tamper resistant locks

1

Packing & moving
materials available

• No deposit & set up
charges.

• Fenced complex

STUDENT SPECIAL
Pay for the days you stay

Bring your student ID & Jim will prorate move in & move out
311 Anthony Wayne Trail
Watervi He OH
Jim Bernthisel Owner -1I9«7&8988

"goes I ive"on

"Closet lo BG thon Petrysbury"

Graceland
ror farad Students

BG@100 will implement the
first "Go Live" of the project
to transition current administrative systems to PeopleSoft
on June 27. This phase of the project focuses on such areas as
Human Resources and Payroll.

What does this mean for you?

208/212 S. Church

> After the June 27 "Go Live" date, those who receive a direct deposit pay
stub from the University will receive pay check information via an online
self-service application.

2 Bdrm Upstairs Duplex
2 Bdrm over 3 Car Garage
1 Cur Garage/ 1 Bath
Washer/Dryer 1 lookups
Close to Downtown

The View/Print pay check self-service application will be
demonstrated in 101 Olscamp Hall on:

/CfEfcCA

May 23-24 at 2 p.m.
May 25 at 9 a.m.

Management Inc.
Check out our website, it WYVW.MKCCAHC.COM
or call419-353-5800

intdrop torace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com
• Free Heat!
• Free High Speed Internet
• Free Shuttle service to & from campus
j^srtlnTTriiri^ pools.
• 3 Laundromats

^

Sessions are open to all University employees. No registration is necessary.
Additional sessions will be scheduled in July and details will be available:
on the BG@100 Web site by May 2
in ads in summer editions of the BGNews
as inserts in May/June pay envelopes
> An alternative to attending a session is to view the interactive
demonstration available at www.bgsu.edu/BGat100.
This interactive demonstration will allow you to view the
format of the online pay check and learn how the
details are displayed.
> On May 23 a letter, which will be sent to the homes
of faculty and staff, will provide further details of
PeopleSoft. The information is presented by your
University affiliation: faculty, administrative staff
or classified staff. Information to students will
be distributed via Student Employment. An
electronic copy
of the letter is available online at:
www.bgsu.edu/BGat100.

• 1 and 2 bedroom Ar.
i

:

'I'Mi':;
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Obesity not as fatal as previously believed
By UndseyTanner
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO — Now that die
government says fat might not
kail so many of us after all. is it
OK to be just a little pudgy?
Maybe, but before celebrating
with a hot fudge sundae, keep in
mind the overriding message:
Being too overweight really is a
serious health risk
The new data, released by the
government two weeks ago, confirm that obesity can kill, even if
the numbers are squishy, said
Dr. David Katz, a Yale University
obesity researcher. "Clearly it
isn't a license to gorge yourself."
Even so, the new report,
drastically
reducing
the
number of annual obesitylinked deaths, was confusing
and quickly became a target for
critics of "food police" efforts by
the government.
"At first I got a chuckle out of
it thinking now I don't have to
work as hard, hut then 1 thought,
how can something like that be
possible?" said Usa Cusumano,

a40-year-old mother of five from
suburban Carol Stream who is
trying to lose 60 pounds.
The report from Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
scientists didn't challenge the
long-held view that being at least
50 pounds overweight is risky.
But it did suggest that being even
as much as 40 pounds overweight seems to protect people
more from an untimely death
than being at a normal weight.
Experts say that seeming
contradiction has appeared
in smaller health studies and
again challenges the usefulness
of the body-mass index — a
fonnula using height and weight
to calculate how heavy a person
should be.
The Center for Consumer
Freedom, a restaurant industry-backed group, responded
to the new data with full-page
newspaper ads proclaiming,
"Americans have been force-fed
a steady diet of obesity myths
by the 'food police,' trial lawyers
and even our own government."
University of Colorado law

professor Paul Campos, whose
book "The Obesity Myth" argues
that America's fat obsession is
unhealthy, says the new report
confirms that "there's a very
wide range of body mass that is
compatible with good health."
The new estimate that
obesity kills 25,814 Americans
yearly conflicts with much larger
estimates from different CDC
scientists last year.
Newspaper
editorials
criticized the CDC; some have
even called for the resignation of agency chief Dr. lulie
Gerherding. She co-authored a
report last year suggesting obesity contributes to 400,000 deaths
yearly and her agency used that
flawed data to warn that obesity
is becoming a top killer.
The CDC later admitted a
calculation error.
Some experts say the new,
much lower estimate of nearly
26,000. published April 20 in the
Journal of die American Medical
Association, is likely the most
accurate. But Gerberding says
the CDC won't use it in its public

health campaigns.
Instead, the agency likely
will use a range of obesity
mortality estimates while
continuing to emphasize that
being too fat contributes to
costly health problems even
when it isn't deadly, CDC
spokesman Tom Skinner said.
The CDC "doesn't want to get
fixed on a bottom-line number"
because the science behind
calculating
obesity-related
deaths is evolving, he said.
Dr. Robert Kushner, medical
director of Wellness Instihitc
at Chicago's Northwestern
Memorial
Hospital, said
calculating death rates from a
specific condition is difficult,
especially when people have
multiple ailments like diabetes,
heart disease and obesity.
Also. Kushner said, focusing
on death rates doesn't address
quality of life and the health
problems that often accompany being overweight and obese
— conditions that make people
feel lousy even if medication can
sometimes prolong life.

Small private
planes offer
convenience
PLANES, FROM PAGE 8

Brinley, 47, a financial analyst
from Carol Stream, III., who
recently fulfilled a lifelong dream
by buying a $300,000 Lancair
kit plane.
People who can afford small
planes are able to avoid die
lines, inconvenient schedules
and increased security checks of
flying on commercial airlines.
"That's why people are
buying their own planes — they
found a way to take command of
their lives," said Bruce Holmes,
who founded NASAs Advanced
General Aviation Transportation
Experiment.
The
growth
is
also
partiallyaresultofal994 change in
legislation that created an 18-year
statute of limitation on lawsuits
against makers of small airplanes.
Until then, investors scared off by
the prospect of unlimited liability
had stopped hacking these small
manufacturers.

Services Offered
Pregnant? Confidential, tree & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center. 419-354-4673

Personals

Call DiBonedetto's
for your graduation party, subs,
sandwich trays, Greek, pasta.
and house salads.

352-4663
or we will fax you the menu.

Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

1PBZZAS 5
353-MEGA(6342)
<&

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Bowling Green & B.G.S.U. 826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)

353-7272

End of Year Special!
1 Medium 11tem
$5.99
2 Medium 1 items
$10.00
Pickup or delivery • Additional Toppings Extra • Good Thru May7th
W T ^
[MasterCard

L^

A

i M We Accept Visa & Mastercard $gg$
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Wanted

For Sale

Fof Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix HAfOR
brought to you by

Need one ticket for
9:30 graduation ceremony $
Call 419-656-2054

Apple iBook & iPod
Apple iBook 500MHz 12"
dual USB & Firewire with a
1st Generation 10GB iPod1

WANTED
Guitars, Musical Instruments
& Old Toys 419-944-8118

1 or 2 bedroom Enclave Apt avail
from May-Aug 05\ Really nice, $326
per mo. turn Jim at (216(210-0980

1 E plunbus
2 South American
monkey
3 Related (to)
4 Spiral form
5 Superlatively pungent
6 Humdinger
7 Hebrew month
8 Silent performer
9 Paper fastener
10 Clear the windshield
11 Ardent
12 Plummeted
13 Ring bearer?
21 Lend a hand
22 Words to a waiter
25 Sticking stuff
26 What to err is
27 Fluid ounce fractions
29 Dishes
30 Country singer LeAnn
31 Stagnant
32 Took an oath
33 Like the old bucket of
song
34 Disinfectant brand
36 Yodelers peak

G & L Rentals Now Leasing
Georgetown Manor
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm. apts
Parking, laundry facilities, gas.
water & sewer paid
135 N. Church St. 3 bdrm house
Family owned and operated
Contact Lucle 419-354-9740

Asking S600
Call 419-460-1321

Roommate needed lor summer
S260 month rent.
419-308-9259

For Rent
Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! 5300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.
Child care needed in our Sylvama
home for our 13 and 15 year old.
Must be available for the summer.
June 5 through August 24. between
11 am and 5 pm. Must have own car
and two references. Please send a
one page description ot your qualifications to: PO Box 664. Sylvania
OH 43560
Cleaning & miscellaneous for approxiately 2 weeks, starting 5/9/05.
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm
Graphic DMtgn Intern Add real
pnnt pieces to your portfolio and
great job experience to your resume. Continuing & Extended Education has a graphic design student
posilion available Work in a team
environment designing brochures.
catalogs, flyers, ads, etc while advancing your skills in InDesign and
Pholoshop. Prior work experience
preferred. Portfolio required. 12-15
hrs./week, $7.00/hr. To apply, send
resume by May 3 to: Susan Panning, CEE, 14 College Park.
HELP WANTED! NOW & DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
lo perform unskilled light produclion
work. We olfer flexible hours - will
work around your schedule • available shifts: 7:30am-8;30am; 8:30am11:30am; 12:00 noon-2:30pm;
2:30pm-5:00pm; 5.30pm-8 30pm
Many BGSU students work here
Easy walk from campus Pay is
$6.00 per hour providing you work a
minimum of 15 hours per week.
Work a minimum of 15 hours per
week or over 40 with overtime. Pickup an application at our office. Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 428
Clough St. BG OH 43402.
Part-time pre school teacher,
Mon-Fri. 9-12. S91ir. in Maumee.
Fax resume to 419-385-6478.

(NEW) Buckeye Studios (NEW)
Student Housing Available for 2005
Monthly. Semester & Year Long
Leases Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV.Call 419-352-1520.
"1 & 2 bdrm apis. & houses avail,
summer only & 05-06 school, yr.
Plus rooms & effic. as low as $265/
mo. inclu. util. Everything 2 blks.
from campus Call 353-0325 9am9pm.

3 bdrm. 2 bath., den. full basement,
W/D hookup. A/C. on Wooster St.
across from campus. S995/mo.
Avail May 13 419-352-8872
June & July reni $400 Large house.
own bedroom, on Main St.
614-519-3552
K & K PROPERTIES
Available May 15
1 bedroom apts.:
134 1/2 Univ. Ln & 303 1/2 S. Main

1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts.. by water tower
on Manville & Clough. Available
May & Aug. 419-352-5239.

1 bedroom house
128 1/2 S Summit St

3 bedroom house
217 Clough SI. & 1 University Lane

3 Bedroom house Close to campus
Available for 2005-2006 school
year
Call Steve al 352-5822.
4 bdrm. ■ 5 person house. 1st block
of Manville Year lease Augusl
419-352-5239.
6 bdrm. house. 6 person legal.
2 baths close to campus.
Avail. Aug. 15 419-601-0747
6 bdrm.,2 1/2 baths, Jacuzzi W/D. 2
car garage, wood burning fireplace,
A/C. Ig front & patio deck. 419-4948208
854 8lh St. 1 bdrm., now renting for
summer/fall 2005. S395/mo. plus
elec. Lots of parking. 9 & 12 mo.
lease avail 419-392-3354
Apts & Houses 2005-06
www.fiterentals.com
Call 419-353-8206 lor appointment
Avail. Aug. 15, 2005. 3 bdrm. house.
$800 mo. 1 & 2 bdrm. apt. $325 mo.
each. & 3 bdrm. apt. All excell.
cond & close to BGSU. 419-6864651
GREAT LOCATION!
2 bdrm 325 N Enterprise. $575/mo.
♦ util 1 mo. dep req. No pets 3540099 Avail 8/15. 1 yr.lease.
Highland Management

Perrysburg family seeking live-in
student nanny, starting Sept. 1st.
Living accommodations include separate 2 bdrm. guest house on property Compensation includes room.
utility, partial board & weekly salary
to be negotiated Duties include
care taking of 1 yr. old, 2 yr. old & 9
yr. old boys. Some light house work.
Will be flexible with school schedule
Some weekend time expected.
Please email your experience,phone
number & as much info as possible:
grathi@buckeye-express.com
If qualifications look acceptable, we
will follow up by call to set up an
interview.

The Homestead
1 & 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry
on site, exlra storage. A/C. Greal
location. Starting at $525
130 E.Washington
130 Liberty St and S. Summit
www.bghighlandmgml.com
highland@wcnet.org
419-354-6036

1 - 3 Bedroom Apts/Houses
12/mo. leases starting 8/12/05
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
www.boaDanments.com

Collage Pro Ltd.
PT/FT Positions Available throughout Ohio. Spring & Summer: Management & Marketing Opportunities.
Make $10-15/hr. Contacl College
Pro at 1-888-277-7962 or visit
www .collegepro .com

Highland Management
1 Low Security Deposit
The Highlands- 1 bdrm. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Quiet!
Starting al S395.

SPORTS! FUN! OUTDOORS!
KIDS! MONEY! Maine camp needs
fun loving counselors to leach
Land/water sports. Great summer!
Call (888) 844-8080. apply:
www .campcedar. com

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Gas
heal.
Starting at $520

Volunteer BG CYO Coaches '05-06
School Year For: 5th - 12th Grade,
Boys/Girls Teams. Cross-Country,
Volleyball. Soccer?. Football?. Basketball. Contact: Scott Sehmann at

130 E Washington St
419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgml.com
highland@wcnel.org

whmans'gt?gneibqsuleflu

Available August 15
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
3 & 4 bedroom houses & apts
248 Troup Ave . 305 S Main.
611 Eighth St., 625 N. Mam SI
Call or slop in for more information
419-353-APTS(2787)
427 Cough St., BG
Looking for sublease
small house at 217 S. College for
Aug. 05- Aug. 06. Includes 2 larger
bdrms. & 1 smaller bdrm., balh. living rm. & kitchen Has a huge backyard & a gravel driveway & is 1 blk.
from campus! H interested, please
email ebaileyC^bgnet bgsu.edu or
847-924-2113 & ask for Beth

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
32
35
37
38
40
43
44
45

Beehive State
Shuts with force
Loony in London
Reebok rival
Financial checkup
Perpetually
Gas or elec.
Camel's cousin
Dossier
Compact pet
Noon on a sundial
T-shirt size
Advanced deg.
Condemned
Our sun
Distinctive atmosphere
Something to bark?
Ex-OB of the Broncos
2000 Woody Allen movie
MacDill AFB site
Sleuth Wolfe
Hydrox nval

Roommate needed Aug 2005.
Close lo campus. Rent $250/mo.
Pet Inendly. Call 419-352-6948.
SUBLEASE On Main Street1
Summer Sub needed lor apt. above
Panera $375/mo. Call 419-5752618 tor details

ANSWERS
.1

!
-

1

s

;

Subleasers. 3 br. home. May-Aug.
WD, DW. A/C. 2 lull baths. Assgn
Parking. S275/mo. 614-565-4934.

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS
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CINEMA 5
Schf dulr Good for Friday 4/19 Thumb* S/S
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Wanted: Subleaser, ASAP 2 bdrm .
lots ol storage. $405 * gas/elec. lor
1 person. $465 + gas/elec. lor 2
people Call Heather 419-348-2722

Ihf IntnptftHiK ■!)) Vflavi (1 00!. 4.M. 7 00, |*»1
Kufl9ruHuiltt-|ll)V>fa*:4 IQ.jlO W|
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Wmthrop Terrace Apts
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

F*«*rP>Kh|K-ll)

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500/month Full Year Lease

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $470!
On selected floor plans

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
V
(419)352-1150
Jf

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
■ Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!
Management Inc.

Renting Fast

•wnmnn

□

■ GVPSVUM

N

cinemark.com

| siuHumnmsom
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215EPoe/
Evergreen
rill. 6; 1/2 Ixlrm starting at
2 SO/mo
laundry on site
BGSU BUS ROUTE

1082 Fairview/
Hillsdale
I & 2 Klrm .tpts
1 Ixlrm tWflhs
dishwasher/garbage
disposal Air Conditioned
Free washer/dryer
in 2/3 rxlr
(some exclusions .tpply)
BGSU BUS ROUTE

I louses/3 unrelated people
Free washer/dryer

1234 N. Main St.
(Woodland Mall)

208/212 S. Church

.

*ie accept city bucks

BUFFF

Call 353-5800

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715
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-FREE HEAT
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Palmer

Must show BGSU ID.
No coupon necessary
Exp. 5/8/05
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828 S. Main St.

(Wooster St. Location only)
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225 & 202

2 REGULAR
FOOTLONGS $8.99
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Other Bowling Green
Subway Locations
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524 E. Wooster
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For Rent

419-352-8500
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Subleaser Needed Immediately
Only $195 per month
Call 440-371-5351

Old card game
Product sticker
Unsolved crime
Nonhable
That's disgusting!
Flower parts
Dark hardwood
Veg out
Desktop image
Put one's foot down?
Tusked animal
1970 Kinks hit
Actor Guinness
Curved molding
Spoken
Coarse M NVMd

£ <Q 95/dlonT

Subleaser needed lor 1 room during
summer al Sterling Univ. Apt. lurn.
& will share bathroom with 1 person.
Great place lo be 419-512-4853
Subleasers wanted. 4 bdrm. house.
2 car garage. Lease starts Aug. to
Aug. Security deposit paid. 336
Bentwood. Contact Jordan 419-2905511.

39
41
42
48
49
51
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
82

se»K [)IALUP

'146 S. College'
Large 3 Bdrm. A/C. new balh
*315 E. Merry Up & Dn"
2-4 Bdrm.
And a lot more units LG & Small
Call for info & upgrades at 353-0325
10am-9pm. or listings available 24/7
at 316 E. Merry #3

Two in nine?
Brutish
Pic blowup
Birth certificate datum
Scheduled to arrive
1962 Jimmy Dean hit
Lot measure
Green stuff
Folklore baddie
Zip along
Loses color
"Hud" star Patricia
Football positions
Follow a trail
Canine sound

EX*
ERV1C
■■■■.■UK*

Newer house 3 bdrm. 2 baths. AC
W/D hookup. 5th slreet S795/mo
Available Aug 352-8872

PRICES REDUCED
CARTY RENTALS
No Three Tenant Rule Here
•916 3rd. Street & 926 Wooster'
6 Bdrm., new carpet
'303 E. Merry'
5 Bdrm , 3 liv. new carpet
•211 E. Reed"
Large 3 Bdrms. 2 Kitchen. 2 Balh

46
47
50
51
52
54
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

i

Move In Now - ONE MONTH FREE
1 and 2 bedroom apis available in
serene park-like setting Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash
Bowling Green Village 352-6335

Nice 2 bedroom. 1 bath.
W/D hook-up. 8th St $595/month
Available June 352-8872

L/MW/ fl

GRAI1 HOUSING
2 lxlrm/1 car garage
Close to lW'iit.nvn
We also accept
all major credit cards
Management Ine.

Stop by the Office

SamBv
1M South Main Street
Rowliny Green

Smoking
& Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

«!

Summer
"Available
Avails
Internships & Scholarships
awarded
up to $6,850
Valuable work experience
Excellent income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
$368-$1500'week

INTERVI

at 1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing

Call 353-5800

Call (419) 539-7204
or 1-800-809-9006
(Toledo)
Start Work Soon...

WWW.B6NEWS.COM
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Add more value to your life by enrolling
in classes at Owens Community College.
Annual Tuition & Fees
$16,529

Enroll in Summer classes at $110 per credit hour and seamlessly
transfer the credits back to your home university.
Take advantage of all that Owens offers you:
• Unmatched affordability
• Faculty focused on teaching/learning
• Over 160 program areas
• Small class sizes
• Convenient, on-campus parking
Spring classes begin May 31 and June 6.

Four-Year
Private Colleges
and Universities*

Register now!

Four-Year
Public
Universities

f tbusss
it-.tin \fudeni

WENS'

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

www.owens.edu

'Make the H\ Choice. I -800GOOWENS

